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Senate Candidate Hits
Foreign Spending Waste
JESSE CHAMBERS
ing the resumption
nuclear test.
Stale Senator Richard Richards ! ing, Senator Richards said that he
tot what he called a waste in for- i is convinced that President Ken eign aid spending. pal Ocularly inInedy regrets the necessity of con the military field yesterday during , tinuing atomic tests.
a question and answer period folThe Democratic candidate told
lowing a speech sponsored by the the listeners in T1155 that he beSJS Democratic club.
lieves that communism is an ecoSenator Richards (D- -Los An- nomic failure and that communist
geles), candidate for the United countries are morally bankrupt.
States senate, told the audience
BIG GOVERNMENT
that it was morally wrong to bribe
dictators. "In Tito’s case --- we’re
Senator Richalds, commenting
building on sand," he declared.
on the question of expansion of the
In answer to a question concern- federal government, stated that

since he has been in state government he has never felt imposed
upon. "I don’t think government
reaches out for jobs, he said. "Big
government is required to do the
big job," the senator maintained.
"Aid to education is a good example of where government gets
into education whether it likes it
or not," Senator Richards said. He
said it is the same with the federal
government as it is with state or
local government.
Senator Richards. who said he is
in the San Jose area to study the

problems aud .,po,rt unities that
are unique in Santa Clara county.
urged the audience to become more
interested and active in government. "When something in government goes wrong it is not usually
the work of some malicious person," he said. "it is simple failure
of information."

7’
Nicholas Cave Lindsay, son of
the late American troubadour poet
Vachel Lindsay, will present a performance of sonic of his father’s
better known works today at 11:30
in S142.
INFORMATION PROBLEM
Nicholas Lindsay, a carpenterThe lack of infmmation and compoet now doing graduate work in
munication works both ways, acRussian at Columbia university,
cording to the senator. The U.S.
will per form approximately 10
senate candidate, who represents
i
poems of his famous father, most
about six million people in the
of the works having distinctive
State senate, said that in the last
chants or tunes.
session of 120 days, he had to vote
Lindsay has indicated that he
approximately 21,000 times.
w ill ask the audience to join him
"No one can come up with that
in singing "King Solomon and the
many right decisions," the Iowa
Queen of Sheba."
lborn lawyer maintained. The probThe Lindsay program is sponlem of keeping in touch with a
sored by the English department.
constituency and the constituency
the college lecture committee, and
keeping in contact with a legislator
the Associated Student Body, in
is enormous, according to the Dem,soperation with the poetry center
ocratic hopeful.
of San Francisco state college. It
Senator Richards applauded
Ammon Ilennacy, who finds ex is free to students, faculty and the
President Kennedy’s recent stand
pression through religion, humanipublic.
on the steel prices, but added that
tarianism and social rebellion, was
Among works scheduled to be
it wouldn’t have been a strong
guest speaker of the Social Action
performed are: "The Mouse That
I move if public opinion had not
committee of Wesley foundation,
NOT IN VAINHundreds of students, like the one above,
Gnawed the Oak Tree Down."
hacked it up.
the Student Peace union and TASC
fumed ou+ yesterday for the campus blood drive, indicating a
The Would-be Mermaid." "The
(Toward Active Student Communnew record passing last semester’s mark of 227 pints may have
Kallyope Yell" and "The Flowerit)’’) at an afternoon lecture yesbeen reached.
fed Buffalo." All are light in rtaterday In S142.
twe, according to the poet’s son,
Author of "The Autobiography
and require a rhythmic recitation.
The program will last approxi- of a Catholic Anarchist," Hennacy
related his experiences as a Bap1;itely 45 minutes.
Nicholas Cave Lindsay was list, an atheist, a socialist, a Chrisgraduated with a B.A, degree in tian anarchist, a Catholic and a
Today is the final day to subFrench in 1950 from University of Catholic anarchist.
mit petitions for an ASB or As"If I were only a Negro, everySouth Carolina. He recently resoiated Women Students office,
turned to formal education for the body could hate me," he said.
according to Election board chair"sly of Russian because he feels
He passed off his experiments in
man Carlton Parks.
the American and the Russian religion and atheism as the results
Candidates for offices in either
poetic insights stand in need of of youthful inexperience. "I never
,i-ganization must submit petitions
.’roads of students jammed the, t Tat ernal organization us I I II the I each other."
heard anybody talk about Christito the College Union, I’.15 S. Ninth
.6y and recreation room of Hoov- highest percentage of its members ,
anity, only about ’the church’," he
St., by 4 p.m. in order to be placed
r ’MU. during yesterday’s campusl donating.
on the ballot for the May 3-4
as
"all
termed
agnostics
.c4 drive there, indicating last
saiHde.
INTERVIEWDemocratic candidate for the U.S. senate, Richard
An award will also be presents-.!
, elections.
see
the
relig
..-seter’s record of 227 pints may to the sorority with- the highes,
just
can’t
: right, they
Richards, here to find out the problems and opportunities unique
Parks said that all political
phonics running it."
ea passed.
to the San Jose area, fells his views on government to Rich
percentage of contributing men
parties must also register by 4
the
Owls
to
nob
11.11
shock
face
and
I
co-chair’id Maestro, student
, Hennacy’s craggy
I Freeland, Campus Radio news service.
tiers, announced Mrs. Merits,
p.m. today.
- ’7 of the blood drive, said that Kirkish, adviser’ to the ASH com- , Fin:dr:As in the SJS Twist chaos- l Of unruly white hair gave him the
An orientation meeting for cananarchist,
He
an
appearance of
illy before 2 p.m. yesterday, . munity services committee.
pionship will twist tonight at 8:30,
didates is scheduled for 4 p.m. in
beliefs
- elons had almost reached last I I.ast semester awards were taken in the Women’s Gym for trophiee I reconciles his anarchistic
the union. All candidates, including
pacifism
ism with
,-seter’s final mark.
by Theta Chi fiaternity and the and prizes. The event is sponsored I and his
those seeking AWS pasts, or their
that
by saying, "The only think
Maestre indicated the total nurn- I
representatives, are required to atby Delta Sigma Phi.
Air Form ROTC.
defeat Communism is true
her of blood donations may reach I
tend, said Parks.
The contestants, after a 40-tnin- will
SJS has, in the past four years,
Christ was the great 10Il before the 4 p.m. deadline.
Parks pointed out that petitions
ute television appearance on Chan- Christianity.
donated
860
pints
of
blood
to
the
eat rebel, bless him. If I were ex Final statistio; are scheduled to I
or ASH executive office must be
nel II. Wednesday, were narrowed
program.
Criss
Red
he released Monday, Maestre
rarnmunicaied hecauae of my 13signed by 100 students, while those
down to the following couples:
beliefs, rd belon COthe
The blood drive is sponsored.
Barney Sofro and Maureen Dev- Mimi
alumni week the Chemistry department. In the i for other offices must bear the
spring
The
annual
church, just as Joan of Arc
",ly by the ASB communitg
lin; Angelo Hatidod and Karen true
will get underway on Monday with evening at 8:15 the Glee Club will signatures of 50 persons.
-1,’N committee and the AI
Frage; Alfred Ga.scon and Marlene did."
an art exhibit, Audio Visual cen- present ft concert in Concert hall.
To date, only SPUR party has
unpopular
is
anarchism
said
He
, ROTC.
Al Ca n net t o and Linda
No_ ter open house and a performance
On Thursday, the Industrial Arts announced intention of supporting
"peopleton lazy. Nobeca
’rig lines of students waited in
al
OC
Crtig
in the evening by the San Fran- department will display high school a full slate of candidates. SPUR
body wants to fight Santa Claus .
,er hall lobby as temperatures,
"Fontainebleau" is the theme lot- Langley; Wes Young and Lesarme
Iprojects from five counties. The added sophomore Jim Sperling to
cisco Ballet.
welfarestate."
.-heal histories and blood presor
the
the May 4 spring formal sponsored Coffin; Bob Kane and Sherry
The art exhibit, featuring sculp- I display will continue through May its list of party endorsed candiare tests were taken for each
imprisonment
of
his
Speaking
by the social affairs committee. Snow; John Thomas and Sherry
ture and design will be held in the 5. Later in the day, the depart-’ dates yesterday. The business and
The dance will he held at the Santa Lagrone; Al Lauro and Bonnie for refusal to register for the draft Little Gallery daily from 9 a.m. ment will hold a student barbecue industrial management major from
The recreation room of the hall
ilHennacy
II,
War
World
Vold; and Roger Pelton and Janie during
at 5 p.m., at the Women’s physical Paso Robles will compete for the
to 4 p.m.
was transfoimed for the day into Clara county fairgrounds pavilion
lustrated his pacifist beliefs with.1 The Audio Visual service center leducation barbecue pits.
Winters.
from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
office of ASH treasurer. He is thus
i temporary Red Cross blood eeriI’m
and
war
in
Tickets for the dance are on "I don’t believe
Bids for the function will be
The Nursing department will far the only candidate for the
will open its doors to all through
e
for
guns
available free of charge in TI116 sale for .50 cents in front of the not even going to buy any
May 4.
also hold open house from 7 to post, as is another SPUR candiRows of tables and recovery cots
S.F. BALLET
-9 p.m. in 1-1311.
beginning Monday. The free bids cafeteria, and may also be pur- you people." Hennacy has refused
date Bill Hauck for the student
ined the room.
yeam,
to pay income taxes for 20
are Passible due to activity fee chased at the door,
A dance concert will be perPi Lambda Theta, national hon- presidency.
Attendents from the permanent
Winners of the contest will be and has been jailed 32 times.
funds that are allocated to the
formed in Morris Dailey audi- orary fraternity for women in eelSparta party. opposing political
r-! cross blood center, 440 N.
Hennacy presently operates
announced at the dance and the
committee.
torium at F1:15 p.m. by the San tication. will hold a chapter meet-’ campus group of which ASB Presisi.. were kept very busy, actop couple will receive 21 inch tro. hospitality house in Salt Lake city ’ Francisco Ballet co.
the
feature
Entertainment
will
in
p.m.
1’H15:1.
i
Mg
for
alumni
at
8
dent Brent Davis is a member, has
....ding to Muria! Cannuel, the
Ernie Hechscher orchestra and S.1S phies and $25 savings bonds. Second for migrant workers and destitute
On Frida 5. the Readers’ ’rhea , made no announcement as to
Other events scheduled during
entre,: chief nurse.
winces will receive short./ People. It is named for Joe Hill, a alumni week are a Phi Mu Alpha ter will perform "John Brown’s whom it will support. Davis said
and
Mike
,
place
Hubble
singers.
Dianna
She explained that it requires
’ Brandt. Campus organizations have I shirt sets and records, and third member of the IWW who was exe- nationa honorary music fraternity Body- in the Studio Theater at i an anouncement may be made to5rncuted
m t es to donate a pint of
in 1915 after having been
winers will receive short/
8:15 p.m.
I day. Party chairman Tom Parker
had. Student’s were required to been notified not to schedule anyi place
"framed by the copper bainns," as - recital. Tuesday evening at 8:15,
social functions for that evening. ’ shirt sets.
TRACK MEET
could not be reached for comment.
1 an the cots after donating.
cording to Hennacy. Capital pun- . and a Biological Science depart- ,
Wednesday. 1 Friday there will also be an InIn the AWS race. 19 candidates
Studen,s were then given doughishment is another of his enemies ment open house on
Also on Wednesday will be the dustrial Arts department open have filed petitions for the five
uts, coffee and fruit juice.
A contributor to "The Catholic
in house from 9 am. to 4 p.m.. a offices, according to AWS Vice
Awaols will be presented, MaeWorker" for 20 years, liennary observance of Founder’s Day
auditorium at discussion of "An Optimum Prep- Presider. Perry Pitrh.
’
fratetnal and non plans to start his own publication the Morris Dailey
10:30. Guest speaker will he Glenn aration for the Engineer of the
. called "The Anarchist."
Seventies." presented by the EnHennacy concluded his speech . S. Dumke, chancellor of California
gineering division in F118 at 8
with, "I’m not asking you guys to slate colleges.
p.m.. and an All -Comers track
be as radical as I am, but if you
GLEE C1,I.-11 CONCERT
Parr ’,C"!,;pri,nie
disputes
meet at Fremont high school in
keep to the left you’ll be better
lead to romance in tonight’s FriFollowing the Founders’ Day
Sunnyvale at 7 p.m.
day Flick, "Pillow Talk." 7 and
Program will be an open house in
The week will wind up on SatAgainst Communism
9 o’clock at Morris Dailey audiurday with a Golden Grad reunion
III present retired Navy Capt
tortoni. The romantic comedy
luncheon
at
noon
in
the
Home
C. Bonney, Palo Alto, in a
stars Doris Day, Rock Hudson.
Economics
of
building.
Class
a
today at 12:30 p.m. in S142
Tony Randall and Thelma Ritter.
ot37
reunion
cafeteria
in
the
and
Bonney has been a career
in alumnae luncheon presented 1,
or Rossian Premier Nikita
,he Department of Physical Ed
heilev’s statement that the
,4111111/11ƒ1111/.
, cation for Women at the Lanr,,
Stales is living out the
lighter Lodge.
so, IC% nearing the end 11
’.ears of its greatness. His
II
IIthe month, and your
Journalism departments’ arm;
"The Pacific. Route In the ()Ti,,r
Wi I I be, "Is Khriishchev
Empress of
walking
-around scratch
ent." first program of a four-part China" in 1784-1785, Pacific traffic, ’ Sigma Delta Chi "Deadline D!.
might not lye getting
series exploring the U.S.’s role in shim, cargoes, routes and trading ner" will be held in the cateter
;,t Bonney has been a Career I
bit thin? Worry not.
.r man since 1919, retiring from I
the development of the Pacific perplexities will also be touched al 7 p.m.
T tie perceptive p u r chimer in need of outfrom 1784-1900, Will be broadcast upon.
sATI1111AV EVENT"
chitY in 1950. Ile has filled
merely hies himfitting
teaching asignments at Yale and
Dr Harris will conclude the pre.
inmorrow at 11:30 a.m. on KNTV,
Other events on Sahirda.
self to friendly old R/.
It
, Channel 11, during the weekly gram with a review of the 1".S.’s be an Aeronautics departme
universities and was Dean
use of his
make.
and
Instruction at the California
forcing open of the long closed open house at its new building 1"Perspective" show from SJS.
Super/f’ha rge account.
With his 5/1’ for R/A.
Dealing with the United States door to Japan.
’line academy from 1952 to
the Municipal airport: Delta U.,.
takes yore of his
111
Moderator of the four-part series silon fraternity wives bridge lunch In the Far Pacific in the 1784-18.54
head to toe, and
needs,
The officer will discuss the
period. Dr. Harris Martin, assist- is Dr. Theodore llinckley. assist- eon at the Kappa Alpha Theta I
IRANIAN PIPEAmeer Testy (center), international student from
pays onl o small part
’are of the nation’s greatness I
ant professor of history, will ex- ant professor of history and ednea house: a corporation hoard meet- 111 of Ile, tab monthi.
Iran, explains his colorful smoking pipe to international students
1,;((5.eetall wa-ful, right
Point mit the dangers to its
amine the geographical scope of lion. Dr. Ifinekley will appear with ing open to all alumni at 130 pm :
Irene Clemente (left) from the Philippines and Anneke Kock
now during A VT R
rvival. Ile may suggest a
the Pacific ocean and lands border - guest speakers from the campus on !a stag social with active (+apt,(right) from the Netherlands. The students joined 13 other foreign
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8 Coeds Seek Crown Tomorrow

o-Round I

By DRU CH ALLBERGitor
Society Ed
"She’s the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," but who will she tie?
That question will be answered at tonight’s formal Sweetheart ball
when the three lovely finalists. Honey Wade of Gamma Phi Bta.
Phyllis Smith of Alpha Chi Omega and Lisa Phelan of Kappa Alpha
Theta will vie for the well -sung title.
The function will be held at the Seigler Springs resort in Lake
County and Ed Marcos is chairman for the event.
Among those leading the 1962-63 campus spirit at upcoming
sports events will be Sigma C’hi members Steve Frohling, who is
head cheerleader, and leaders Bob }lintel and Mike Cook with Ron
Steininger in as alternate.
PHI MU
The title of being one of the 50 outstanding women on campus
has reached five members of the sorority. Linda Jones, June Sherry,
Linda Tanferani, Carol Christensen and Linda }Lowe are among
the chosen coeds.
Athleticvnse, the Phi Mu basketball team won, for the second
consecutive year, the WRA basketball championship.
SIGMA KAPPA
"My Fair Lady" is the theme for the May 12 fashion show
staged by the Mothers’ club and featuring their fair sorority daughters as models.
Dreaming of the coveted crown in various campus queen contests are Sally Clark. finalist for the Sigma Nu White Ruse Queen,
Linda Berkinshaw, semi-finalist for the Sig Ep Queen of Hearts.
Carolyn Knehans and Linda MacTaggart, contestants in the Lambda
Chi Alpha Crescent Girl contest.
The semi-annual pledge dance of the sorority will be held Saturday night at the Golden Doors. Honored guests will be pledges
Sue Bernardi, Sue Carpenter, Pat Bering, Dottie Gray, Judy Riggs,
Sue Serafino and Bobbie Triguiero.

GRETCHEN GREENE, 20, is a
sophomore dramatics major.
She is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. She hails from
Hollywood. Statistics:
North
36-21-36, 5 feet 5 inches, auburn
hair.

Eight San Jose State college
coeds, along with six other finalists, will take to the stage tomorrow in the San Jose civic
auditorium at 8 p.m. to seek the
Miss Greater San Jose crown for
1962.
More than $250 in merchandise
and scholarships will be awarded to this yeat’s local pageant
winner and her runner-ups.
The 14 finalists, who were selected from a field of 44 pageant
aspirants, will compete in three
main divisions- talent, swimsuit
and evening gown.
The winner of the Miss San
Jose crown will then go on to the
Miss California pageant which
will be held in late June at Santa
Cruz. More than $5600 in merchandise and scholarships will be
given to the state pageant winner and runner-ups.
Tickets for the pageant may
be obtained at the San Jose
junior chamber of commerce office in the civic auditorium. Students will be admitted two for
$1.50.

Sir Roy Welensky Acts
On Behalf of Federation
By PHIL NEBSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Sir Roy Welensky is a huge
man who stands 6 feet 2 inches,
weighs close to 300 pounds and
serves as prime minister of the
Central African Federation, one
of the last and richest remnants
of British empire in Africa.
The federation consists of
Southern Rhodesia, Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland and has
borders both with the Congo and
with the Union of South Africa
both of which have had profound effects on the huge territory over which Sir Roy presides.
Southern Rhodesia is ranked
as a self-governing colony in
which a British veto has not
prevented the development of
racial segregation whose harshness rivals if not equals the
"apartheid" policies of the
Union of South Africa.
Northern Rhodesia and Ny-

issalarid are British proteetorateS,
both of whose African populations have been clamoring for
independence, a move which
would destroy the federation.
This Sir Roy hopes to prevent. For that purpose he called
a federal parliamentary election
for yesterday which he will interpert as a vote for continuing
federation.
He was able to lay his plans
with certainty, since only about
30,000 out of a population of
more than seven million will
vote and only a handful of those
will be Africans able to qualify
under the voting rules.
He has sneered that African
nationalism seems to have
turned British bone marrow to
jelly. But in a federation in
which fewer than 300,000 whites
dominate more than seven million blacks, there are few who
believe Sir Roy will halt the
nationalist tide.

Coed Buys Seat Belts
2 Days Before Accident
By GEORGE BROVVNE
A small package under her arm, junior Jill Wechsler walked
out of the Spartan bookstore into the bright sun, unaware that she
had just bought a passport to the future.
But two days later, on the first day of Easter vacation, Jill
knew that she had saved her own life.
It was about 2 a.m. Saturday when Jill crossed the Golden
Gate bridge from Sausalito in her little sports car. She was on
her way back to her San Jose apartment after attending a friend’s
birthday party.
She swung onto Bayshore freeway. The speedometor edged up
to 65. It was a quiet, calm night. The freeway was practically
deserted. The miles clicked off rapidly.
Like a bullet, the small car cut through the cool night air.
Suddenly Jill’s blood froze.
TWO HEADLIGHTS
"Out of the night there suddenly appeared two headlights in
front of me. That’s all I could see . . . those two headlights."
What was a car doing racing down the wrong side of the freeway? Jill doesn’t know, but thinks it came down an exit ramp on
a cloverleaf near the San Francisco airport
Jill was in the left lane. So was the fast-approaching, two-eyed
demon. There wasn’t much time.
Jill mustered all her senses and made a decision.
"If he sees me. he’ll probably veer into the right lane." The
though raced swiftly through her mind.
"I have to veer left. I must veer left."
But at this part of the freeway the median strip is divided by
a steel fence. Jill quickly decided it was the least of the two evils.
JUMPS CURB
With a mighty wham, the little car jumped the curbing and
careened across the island into the fencing. Five steel posts, anchored
in concrete, flew into the air.
"I could taste rubber. The sounds of the car ripping along the
fence was terrible."
Large pieces of the car took to the air. The hood tore off and
landed on the freeway. The entire right sidefenders and door
slammed to the ground.
And the car continued its uncontrolled journey across the
bumpy island. When it finally stopped, Jill was on the other side
of the freeway, heading in the opposite direction. There was little
left to the car. The other car had disappeared.
UNRI’CKLES BELT
Jill unbuckled her seat belt with shaky hands and crawled..
out of the steaming, hissing wreckage. The CHP was soon on the
scene.
"I’m sure I would have been thrown out of the car and mangled
If it hadn’t been for that belt. The driver’s door had sprung open
and there was nothing left on the other side."
The CHP also credited her survival to the seat belt.
Insurance adjustors "totaled-out" the car. That is, they declared
It a total wreck. It would take $1400 to put the car back in shape.
"You know, I probably would not have bought that seat belt
just two days before if the school wasn’t conducting a campaign.
That was $7.45 well spent."
The 23-year-old industrial arts major now has another oar.
It has seat belts in it, too.

SUSAN JAMES, 18, is a sophomore education major. She
comes from Oakland and her
talent is dancing. Her statistics:
36-24-36 S feet, 81/2 inches,
brown hair.

CAROL BLOSS, 20, is a junior
sociology major and a member
of Chi Omega sorority. She
comes from Burlingame. Statistics: 5 feet 6 inches, 36-23-35,
brown hair. Her talent is singing.

etJew ere I
By DON CHAPMAN
Exchange Editor
The Colorado Sun, which had
not been printed since 1944, was
back on newstands recently on
the University of Colorado campus.
Although the paper had operated as a practice sheet for
journalism students since 1922,
only eight issued have actually
been printed since that year.
*

*

*

Sen. Gale W. McGee (D. Wyo.)
said that the major critics of the
United Nations are "misguided
and misinformed persons within
this country and the Kremlin
itself," the University of Minneso ta newspaper Minnesota
Daily quoted recently.
McGee, a former college prolessor and keynote speaker for
the model United Nations, said
critics of the UN often confuse
the purposes of the world body.
*

*

*

The Brigham Young university
track team will be able to take
a trip through Europe, thanks
to an upcoming approval of the
tour by the State Department,
Utah senator Wallace F. Bennett told the Daily Universe last
week.
The tour must be approved by
the State Department so that
BYU will be permitted to pay
expenses without jeopardizing
their amateur stimiling under
NCAA rules.

SUSAN BERRY, 18, is a freshman art major and a member of
the Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Her talent is art. She resides in
Stockton. Statistics: 35-24-35,
5 feet 5 inches, blonde hair.

RAYLENE HERMANN, 18, is a
sophomore art major and a
member of the Delta Gamma
sorority. She comes from Lafayette, and her talent is fashion
illustration. Statistics: 35-24-26,
5 feet 6 inches, blonde hair.

Secretary Doubts
More Conferences
WASHINGTON (UPI) Secretary of State Dean Rusk said
yesterday he does not believe
there will be a summit conference in the immediate future
but he would not rule out the
possibility of one before the end
of the year.
The secretary told a news
conference that Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev’s recent
statement on the subject made
it clear that there now was a
sober realization on all sides
that summit meeting would
have to be handled with care.
Rusk also said he forsaw no
posibility of any formal NATO WARSAW Pact nonaggression
pledge until the Kremlin recognized that the Western Allies
had absoulutely, repeat absolutely, no Intention of abandoning their position in West Berlin. He said the same applied to
a Soviet -American guarantee
against the spread of nuclear
weapons.
The secretary said the more
moderate tone of Khrushchev
and his top aides in discussing
Berlin apparently reflected recognition that it is a serious and
highly dangerous matter and
should be handled responsibly.
The situation could change
quickly, he said, but at present
both sides wanted to avoid whipping matters up to crisis proportions.
The secretary disclosed that
he plans to hold another Berlin
talk with Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly F. Dobrynin before
leaving Saturday midnight for
conferences in London, Athens
and Canberra.

Thrust and Parry
Sparta Chairman
Resigns Position

Editor:
In the Spartan Daily Tuesday,
SPUR, campus political party,
announced its candidates for the
upcoming ASB elections. It was
stated by the Spartan Daily
that "other factions apparently
elected to keep their choices
under wraps," apparently referring to Sparta party, the other
political party on campus. However, this is not true. Sparta
party has no slate of candidates
for this election.
’rhe reasons for this; all boll
down into oneBrent Davis,
ASB president. Brent was the
PAMELA CARLETON, 21, is a
founder of Sparta party.
junior education major and a
In last year’s ASB election,
member of the Kappa Alpha
Sparta party pushed the idea
Theta sorority. She lives in Los
of "representative government."
Gatos. Her talent is dress deThe party announced that it had
signing and making. Statistics:
selected its candidates from all
36-24-36, 5 feet 9 inches, dark
segments of the campus in a
brown hair.
fair and unbiased manner.
Having served as Sparta party
chairman this past semester, I
have come to see just how ridiculous these statements are.
I
In last semester’s freshman
class elections, in which I was
a Sparta party candidate, the
student body was told the Sparta
party was selecting its candidates on the basis of a written
examination. Having discovered
these tests recently. I found that
many prospective candidates had
higher scores than several of the
finally -selected candidates
those candidates hand-picked by
Brent Davis and a few of his
close asseeiates.
Since I have served as Sparta
party "chairman," I have served
JERETE DE JORNO, 20, is a
merely in a figurehead position.
junior art major. Jerete is a
I was not permitted to make
former Lyke Doll and hails from
any major decisions concerning
Oakland. Her talent is painting
the party nor was I even inand poetry. Statistics: 39-25formed of many things which the
37, 5 feet 7 inches, black hair.
party was doing until they were
already begun. I received my orders from Brent Davis.
Mr. Davis is a person who is
unwilling to compromise or admit being in the wrong when
he is. Because of this, I have
found it increasingly difficult to
work with, or should I say "for"
him. He has allowed the fine
concept of Representative Government to fly out the window,
in order that "Brent Davis Government" might fly in.
I hereby offer my resignation
as Sparta party chairman and
as a member of Sparta party.
Tom Parker
ASB 11787
SHARRON WALKER, 18, is a
freshman drama student. She
lives at Cf,ez Nous and makes
her home in Los Gatos. Her
talent is dr.-rnat;c interpretation.
Statistics: 32.22-34, 5 feet, 31/2
inches, brown hair.
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Music in Cafe
’Nerve-Shattering’
Editor:
Have you ever had the rillsfotune of entering the cafeteria
during one of the rare lulls between the nerve-shattering music (?) usually played?
If one enters while the noise
is in progress, then one can
swiftly do an about turn, and
leave with no loss. But if one
has entered during a lull, and
has nobly purchased one’s cup
of hot water for five cents, one
is loath to abandon all and flee.
The entire place is rigged with
powerful microphones from
which issue forth, at full blast,
the most hideous sounds.
Recently, there Is an addition
to this nerve-wracking network.
In front of the cafeteria, there
is a table adorned with various
odds and ends, one of which
shrieks painfully.
Yesterday, the picture was
complete. I walked through the
cafeteriathe walls were vibrating joyouslystepping out of
the doors I was confronted by
an al fresco repeat performance.
With clenched fists and gritted
teeth, I continued on my way,
only to come face to face with
a large sign posted on a tree- "BLOOD DRIVE"and an arrow pointing in the appropriate
direction. Excellent. Now I know
the high ideals behind all this,
for by this time one’s pressure
has risen to undreamed of
heights, and a little blood letting
would definitely be in order.
Monique de Labastide
ASB Aliel0

’Extend Hours
Of Main Library’
Editor:
The real need for longer library hours is not so much for
a place to study, nor for books
in the reserve book room, except before exams. The real need
is for reference books, current
journals, the stacks and other
services of the main library.
It is true that one can check

out almost any book
be nts
for overnight, but often
en ni
then check out the maxim,
allowable only to find
that is
one or two, if any, are
of
value to him. I believe n
ti
many students would
appreei.
having the stacks open
at le,
until 11 p.m. on Monday
this’,
Saturday.
Since the main library
et
tinues the same limited
hos
one cannot expect students
make full use of the
"esters
library hours."
Why not try extending
hours of the main library,
pecially on Friday and Sature
nights? Then, if the response
not adequate, return to the
n
ular hours. If the students
t
extended main library hank
not those of the reserve
la
room, extend only the
maln
briny hours.
Leonard Lloyd
ASB 52111
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Student Explains
Arab Nationalism
Editor:
At the outset, it should
stated that an Arab is not or
a. person whose first las
w
usually Arabic, who has la
in the Arab world or looks ft
ward to participating in Ar
aspirations, even more, an Ar
is one who believes in a coma
Arab culture, in a common is
twice] background and .co
structure, and one who has
feeling of interdependence wi
Arab experiences and tradin
Reduced to its essentials, Ar
nationalism embodies three ma
urges:
1. The urge for freedom a
independence.
2. The urge for social assist
nornic progress.
3. The urge for unity.
One basic objective of Ar
nationalism is to free some
the Arab territories which a
ruled by foreign oppression,
the right to self-determinati
and self-assertion is universal
recognized as inherent in ti
human spirit.
President Nasser stated It
goal most fittingly in sayi:
that independence "means six
ishing the colonial social stn
ture that we inherited from a
years of being dominated,
means freedom to make our ov
decisions, freedom to keep at
side anybody’s sphere of infl
ence."
President Nasser outlined th
second concept of Arab nations
ism as follows:
"For the heart of the conce
of Arab nationalism is the ft
damental requirement that
must provide material well-b
ing sinews, the spiritual cu
tural and political aspirations
Arab nationalism will not et
dure."
The expressed will of the An
people for complete unity, base
on mutual social, historic an
economic ties, will eventuall
materialize, regardless of an
and all obstacles. It is the
legitimate and inherent right.
President Eisenhower state
in 1958, among other things, St
following:
"As I look into the Mae
see the emergence of mode’
Arab states that would bring I
this century contribution Su
passing those we cannot fore
from the past . . . If the Aral
as a whole, want to express Thn
nationalism in the form of
a
federation of a larger state,
have no objection to it."
Finally, I will say our nand
:dist movement is distinctly cot
live, constructive and Peaeefi
Above all, it is neither r8C
COMMUNIST nor AlITI-WISI
ERN.
All Tousle gad. President
Arab-American Students Ma

Association Give
Two Scholarships

schal
Castro Valley high
for he
eligible
are
graduates
he
scholarships offered to Valt
Castro
the
by
teachers
Teachers Association.
A $200 scholarship iti to
and $100
to sophomores
lore
should
All applications
Mrs
made by May 1 to Sehol
Ockerman, Chairman SCh
ship Committee. Clifton Fur
Castro Valley, Calif. Woo
Information is available
the el
Don Ryan, assistant to
of students, Adm269.
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Ballet company
San Francisco
wig perform in Morris Dailey
atalitotium Monday night at 8:15
ander the auspices of the spartan
programs committee.
Holders of SJS ASS, faculty
and employee cards may obtain
free tickets to the performance
is the student affairs business
office. 1H16.
Tickets went on sale to the
general public at $1.50 yesterday.
Feat tired work of the perform-

I
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PAPERBOUND

BOOKS

STUDENT: Do you have
any toothpaste?
CLERK: No, Mara.
STUDENT: Any hairpns?

CLERK: No, Mam.

ance will be the company’s new
production, "Swan Lake" Act II,
created by choreographer George
Balanchine to Tschaikowsky’s
well-known score.
Balanchine’s staging of the
famed ballet is a transformation
of Petipa and Ivanov’s traditional choreography into a modern
commentary.
Scenery and c os t urn es for
"Swan Lake" were created by
Rouben Ter-Arutunian, who also
designed the award -winning decors for the Broadway musical
"Redhead" and the television
spectacular "T w elf t h Night."
Ter-Arutunian received a "Tony"
award for the "Redhead" designs and an Emmy for "Twelfth
Night."
Another Balanchine "Variations de Ballet," work will also
be performed on the show. Set to
music from the third act of
Glazunov’s "Raymonda," the ballet has been enlarged by Lew
Christensen, director of the San
Francisco Ballet company.
Also scheduled for the college
program are "Caprice" and "Pas
de Trois," both choreographed by
Christensen. The score for "Pas
de Trois" is by Francois Esplrit
Auber and music for "Caprice"
is by Franz von Suppe.
Both ballets were designed by
Tony Duquette, who also created
the decor for the company’s newest ballet, "Jest of Cards," which
received its world premier last
week in the opening night of the
company’s spring season.
Duquette was responsible for
costumes and settings for the
motion pictures "Kismet," "Lovely to Look At" anti "Can Can"
and for the Broadway show
"Camelot."

STUDENT: What do you
carry in this bookstore?

THIS WEEKEND
Jim Robertson’s

CLERK: Lizards!!

BANJO BAND

"old time movies every night"
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Dance Concert Presents
Professional Guest Star
Professional dancer. Juan Valenzuela, will perform in concert
tonight and tomorrow night
with Orchesis, SJS co-educational modern dance group. Performances will be in Studio Theater of the Speech and Drama
department at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
San Jose box office for 50 cents
for students and $1 for the
public.
Valenzuela is an instructor in
dance at the Oakland Recreation department in Oakland and
the Welland Lathrop studios in
San Francisco,
He will solo to "Motherless
Child," a traditional folk song,
"Reflections," an abstract using
the music of Stranvinsky and
"I’m a Mean Mistreater" a Josh
White folk ballad.

The Rise and Fall
of the Third Reich
by
William L. Shirer
The famous $10 best seller
complete and unabridged in
paperback form. $1.65.
ORIGINAL BALLETDancer

Fiona

LEAVE:
June 20, 1962, San Francisco - London
RETURN:
August 27, 1962, Paris San Francisco

Cali:
DICK DURLING
MOSHE BEN -Ell
CY 4-7346
CY 5-8574
CY 5-2520

Mt* 81471,
7TOWNE’3060
Y
1033 The Alameda
In Original Italian

and -

co2vIcazo
000 South First
In English

Fuerstner

will perform with the San Francisco Ballet corn-

pany when it appears in Morris Dailey auditorium Monday night at 8:15.

Students Will Present
Benet’s Civil War Poem
Dupre, and the Yanke slaver,
Captain Ball; Robert Browning
as the Connecticut intellectual,
Jack Ellyat, and the faithful servant Cudjo; and Russell Holcomb
as the romantic Southern plantation owner, Clay Wingate.
Individual characteriza tions
are handled by Lee Ruggles as
Melora Vilas, the lovely girl of
the wilderness; Rosalee Blasatti
as Mary Lou Wingate, the proud
Southern aristocrat; and Louie
A. Kirk jr. as John Brown and
Abraham Lincoln.
Verse choir for the narrative
about a man who becomes the
symbol of the conflict between
the states is made up of Wesley
Beatty, Cherry] Budley, Karen
Frage, Marian Green, Stanley
Imus, Merrill Kelly, Carolyn
Knehans, Floria Kostenbader,
Claudette Lomax, Fred Dee Martin, Mary Louise Nelson, Patricia
Nichols, Kenneth Seylar, Dianne
Tarr, Jack Tough and Maureen
1.Yrey.

A Reader’s theater performance of "John Brown’s Body,"
Stephen Vincent Benet’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning national epic poem
about the civil war, will be preinterpretation
sented by or
students in Studio Theater May
4-5 at 8:15 p.m.
Admission to the benefit for
the Dorothy Kaucher Ora) Interpretation award is $1 general
and 50 cents for students.
The Speech and Drama department’s presentation, under the
direction of Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech, will feature the a
cappella chorus, the Choraliers,
as its singing choir.
The three principal narrators
for the reading are Carole Warren as the Southern hello Sally

Scholarships Open
To Train ’Gifted’

ROUND
TRIP
$399.00

SP SET tiN DUTY-3

Friday, April 27, 11162

S.F. Ballet To Perform
In Morris Dailey Monday

Tuition scholarships for training in educating gifted children
are available to educators enrolling in summer workshops at
the University of the Pacific and
the University of Nevada.
A two-unit workshop in the
field of teaching the gifted is
offered at the University of the
Pacific, from July 30 through
August 10 with the tuition fee
set at $50. Applications for
scholarships will be received by
Dean J. Marc Jantzen of the
university’s school of education.
The Nevada university workshop will have grants of $66
available to enrollees in the
field’s summer school courses.
Dean Garold Hairline, director
of the university’s summer
school, may be contacted for
further information.

Sculpture Exhibit
By Bella Feldman
Metal sculptures of the wife of
an SJS mathematics pilfessor
will be exhibited by two art
collectors in a private home in
San Francisco today through
Sunday.
The work of Bella Tabak Feldman, wife of Dr. Leonard Feldman, assistant professor of mathematics, will be shown in the
home of William Cootes, 16
Crown Terrace, San Francisco.
Mrs. Feldman’s sculptures are
done in cast aluminum, steel,
copper and brass.
The show will be open from
7-11 p.m. Friday, 1-11 p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sunday.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E. San Fernando St.

’King and l’ Opens
Si Run Tonight
San Jose Light Opera assn
will open its production of
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s musical "The King and I" tonight
at 8:30 in Montgomery theater
of Civic auditorium, Market and
San Carlos sts.
The musical will be repeated
tomorrow night and May 4, 5
and 12 at 8:30 p.m., with a 2
p.m. matinee on May 12.
Based on Margaret Landonrs
novel, "Anna and the King of
Siam," the musical tells the
story of an English widow who
went to Siam in the 1860’s to
serve as governess of the King’s
large brood of children.
The King himself turns out to
be her most eager and childish
student and the resulting clash
between Western and Eastern
ideals provides the musical with
a heart-warming comedy.
Directing the local production
is Leslie Abbott. Member of the
Foothill college faculty in Los
Gatos. Abbott has staged such
musicals as "South Pacific."
’’FinianS Rainbow." "Pajama
Game" and "Showboat.’ for the
Light Opera assn.
Musical director is Rocco DiStasi, music instructor at Cupertino high school. Gordon Wood,
also of the Cupertino high
school staff, is set and costume
designer.
The role of Anna is portrayed
by Barbara Linga f el t er. SJS
graduate student. Bill Huelsenkarnp, familiar to local and peninsula drama enthusiasts, plays
the King.

Orchesis will dance trr student

compositions as well as to
Ivanov’s "Caucasian Sketches,"
"March of the Sardar" and "In
the Village" from Ippolitov and
the Polka and Fugue from
Weinberger’s "Schwanda, the
Bagpipe Player."
Student choreographers are
Nini Behnke. Gail Colem a n,
Jane Bridges, Nancy Gilmour,
Lynda Jensen, Pat Kaiser and
Kay Uemura.
Advisers to the dance group
are Miss Peggy Lawler and Mrs.
Carol Haws, instructors in
women’s physical education.

CHINESE FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
VALUABLE COUPON
Worth 150
On All Dinners
Watch for Bonus Tick*.
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"Free Dinner for One"
Closed on Mondays
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Potatoes, Toast,

Buffer, Jelly, and Coffee

Blue Over
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Angelo also serves quality
Ham, Bacon, and Sausage
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TUBE -FORMULA

Wildroot

Grooms Clean as a Whistle
Quick as a Wink
NEW
NEW
NEW

quick-dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner than ever.
non -greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leases no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube rormula keeps .our hair in place.
Maybe your gill will muss up your hair, but not
much else will. tioe new tube -formula Wildroot
e
tr. You’ll likc it

Friday. April
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Grads, Seniors May Apply
For Officer Training School

Two Young Republicans
To Protest YR Meeting
Bill Pullarek and Ron Gireliard,
Young Republican delegates to the
controversial YR college federation
convention held recently in Los Angeles, will journey to Sacramento
this weekend to protest the convention to the YR state esuacutive
board meeting.
"It was a rigged and fixed convention by the supporters of Nixon,
who control the convention executive board and the convention committees," Pollacek declared,
Birchard said about 23 colleges

RENT A BIKE
Hourly, daily, weekly

rs’,_

Light-Weight Models
WOMEN’S
MEN’S
Call Note for IL,-...rt.itionN
All

1435

PAUL’S CYCLES
The Alameda
CY 3-9746

will protest the convention plus the
11 that were not seated.
Several delegates, Birehard declared. including himself, were tastily thrown out of meetings by
"Goon Squads" composed of University of Redlands football players. The trouble at the bitter convention beg an when credentials
committee began refusing to recognise certain delegations, most of
them supporters of Joe Shell for
governor.
Birchard and Pollocek said they
will ask that the convention be declared void by the state executive
board. Harold Phillips, a University
of Redlands student, was elected
president of the college federation
in the contested elections.

Spartan Program
Applications Due
Application.’; are now being accepted in the College Union, 315 S.
Ninth, for Spartan programs committee chairman and six members.
Application blanks, available in
the Union, must be filled out and
returned along with the applicant’s photograph by noon May 4.
No applications will be considered
without a picture.
Applicants are requested to sign
up for an interview when they
s ubm it applications. Interviews
will be conducted May 4, between
2:30 and 5:30 in the union.
Purpose of Spartan programs
committee is to plan and coordinate programs in the fields of art,
lm usic, drama, dance, literature
’ and world affairs.

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2810

Male and female SJS graduates
and students within 210 days of
graduation may apply for the Air
Force officer training school
tOTS), T/Sgt. Eugene G. Olin,
local Air Force recruiting representative, anounced recently.
The officer training school is a
carefully developed, three-month
program leading to a commission
as a second lieutenant upon successful completion. It is designed
to provide the maximum contact
with the duties and responsibilities
that the officer trainee will later
encounter at a commissioned officer in the Air Force.
The program is open to qualified men and women applicants
between 201/2 and 291/2 years of
age for non-flying duty. Male applicants desiring flying training
must be between the ages of 201/2
and 261/2.
Each applicant must be a citizen
of the U.S. or a naturalized citizen

ISun With VIP!

GETTING ACQUAINTED with SJS and the
Spartan Daily yesterday were three foreign students from local high schools. Left to right are
Gerhard Eisenburger, Austria, Cupertino high
school; Francoise Dubois, France, Blackford high
school and Marilyn Shane, Wales, Los Gatos
high school. The students were visiting the cam-

pus along with other high school seniors who
came to see and learn about SJS on the annual
High School Visitation day. The purpose of the
day was to introduce qualified high school students to the college curriculum and plant, according to Otis Walter, coordinator of the
to Hob limit
program.

"1301 Air" Mose. 6"44.50

Next Co-Rec Plans
’Dawg Patch Daze’

111 BREAD TRAY
"Noltaltry", length 111/2"S10.95

14
5000 GRAVY SET
Boot, 12 or -S11.00
Troy, iength
--56.50
"Mayflower- CompleteS17.50

AT THE WEDDING
Reed & Barton
SILVER
$5.$10.$15. Here are impressive gifts which
will stand out on any wedding table
Reed 8 Barton silverplate.

Next Wednesday’s (’o-Rec
"Dawg Patch Daze," will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the women’s gym.
Mari-yin’ Sam will be on hand to
hitch couples.
Uke, guitar and banjo lessons
will be given and there will be
stunt races in the gym. Outside on
the barbecue pit, a marshmallow
roast is planned.
Women are asked to wear
frayed levi shorts, and men are
requested to attend in levis with
checked shirts and colorful handkerchieves.

LEE’s SBAH:2313PER
ALL HAIRCUTS

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon. -Sat., Sun. 9-4

1142 BUTTER DISH
leaserh 71/2-514.95
Complete with oioss ’Mine

68 E. San Fernando

or"’

Mine 810,4

CA,GUS

toward Town)

DIDN’T LIKE ORIGINAL PLANS
"When those of us who were
concerned with safety on this campus saw those original plans for
Centennial Hall, we were very upset," said Dr. Willey.
Since the construction and occupancy of Centennial Hall though,
the construction plans have called
for widening of hallways and expanding of stairwells. The Industrial Arts building and the new
Engineering building addition are
two examples to which Dr. Willey
pointed. The I.A. building has sliding fire screens which block o’
a burning part of the building.
TRAFFIC PROBLEM
Three factors in Centennial
Hall’s design contribute to the traffic problems encountered there
during morning classes. The stairwells are built to allow only two
husky men side-by-side occupancy
of the steps at one time. Three coeds can pass one another with ease
The crowding problems comes
when the coeds and man get briei
cases and purse, and lighted
_

Spend a summer at . . .

Mon terey .9114 titu te cjf 9orei9t hate-3
’SO BIG" PITCHER
8 arm from, 57.50

relit?
IMPORTANT
PRESENTS

(8th Summer Session, June 18 -August 25, 1962)
in intensive, concentrated study of:
1) a foreign language; or
2) the political arts of two key areas; Latin America
or Communist China
Division of Political Arts

Lower

division (elementary and intermediate), upper division, and
graduate courses in Chineee Mandarin, French, Gentian, Italian, laps.
and Russian. Lower di ... . ion courses in these languages are
provide minimum proficiency. All languages taught
direetly in language being studied. Recitation claseen
limited to 10 students each. From 7 to 16 units.

nese,
designed to
native speakers,
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Foreign Students
To Feature Latins
countries of Latin America
will be featured tonight at the
"Latin American Night" program
at. the International Student center. 285 S. Market st.
Host for the 8 p.m. program is
t’irculo (.7astellano, the Spanish
language club at SJS. Community
sponsorship will be undertaken by
the Los Gatos-Saratoga Pan
American round table.
Lynnet Miter, who visited
South America last year as a participant in the Experiment in Inernational Living program, will
he guest speaker.
Miss Auker will illustrate her
talk with slides she took during
her visit. A film on Latin America
will also be shown.
Entertainment and refreshments
f rom the Latin American countries
will also be featured. Admission is
tree to all activities at the center.
The

well

Office of Admissions

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES
P. 0. Box 1522
Monterey, California
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A atudend chapel for the doubter,
questioner, and believer.
--"Frightened Failures, Finisf,
Firm"

Sermon:

Our quest Sunday:
Rev. Almus Larson

Place: CCC 300 S. 0th

at San Carlo.

Wear beach clothes for beach parts
following worship. 11:15 oto.

Topic:

"THE AUTHORITY
OF THE BIBLE"

SUNC
th-o

Lutheran Student Association
7:30 p.m. Tuesday

Supper it 5:30 p.m.

Miffing at

Council

Lutheran

St. Thomas Chapel

Special Meeting with Gamma Delta
Two quest speakers giving background oi
the two Lutheran student WOW.
slant

6:15 p.m.

Roger Williams

Wil

andBaHUeCr

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 So. loth at San Carlos

Fellowship

Allan Dieter, Campus

Church Services:

Pen,O,

11:45 a.m., 11:00 cm., 7:30 p.m.
1000 College Bible Class

FOCUS

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
ESE Tr, San Fernando
REV. GEORGE
COLLINS
College Chaplain

For Meaningful Existence

JOHN MAKERS
Pastor

Worship Sunday
At One Of The** Nearby

Canterbury
Tales
Episcopalians at San Jose State

FRIENDLY PERSUASION

Methodist Churches
FIRST
Santa Clara 5 5th
Sfs., 5:30 & 11 a.m.

ST. PAUL’S
10th at San Salve
11:011 a"
dare
Speaks,

Topic:

Just to assure you skit Center.
buryisn’t running out of gas on
the home stretch: Same time, same
place, same high standards for cuisine and thoughtful discussion, from
now till the end of the semester.
Our guest this week: Mrs. Rosemary Goodenough, of the American Friends Ser., ice Committee
(Quaker for short). Come and be
friendly persuaded. Supper at 6.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

J. Benton

oa

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Center)

Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.

N,
Jut

CY 2-370

5th and Santo Clara
J. Benton White, Campus

Minister

GI
an

be
yo
Ju
de

United Campus Christian Ministry

, CONGREGATIONAL -DISCIPLES

PRESBYTERIANS

Sunday Morning College

Sunday Morning College Class

wc
he
be

Class

by
ife
Th

THOUGHT
"OLD TESTAMENT
AND MODERN CULTURE"

"NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"

ST. JOSEPH’S

Leader: Don Emmel, Presbyterian

Upper division connect’ on the development of Latin America; grad*
ate courses on the impact of the Castro Revolution, viewed against the
general background of Latin America; and graduate courses on the
development of the Chinese Commune Systeni, viewed against the
general background of modern Chins. A fresh and systematic approach
based upon a consideration of comparative history, the role of religion
in civilisation, human geography, international economics, and law
qualified
concerning the 1962 Summer Session, or Fall
196243, write to:

l,llrif

(1N

Christian Center 800 So. 10th
9:30-10:30

SHOP

(public and private, 7 or I units.
A limited numlier of part tuition scholarships for upper division and
graduate courses are available in both divisions, particularly to
teachers and prospective teachers. For further information
and Spring semesters,

. ’r’sineltrustise

Flower
Shop

REDUCED PRICES

FOR FASTFR GIFT IDEAS VISIT

Division of Languages and Civilizations

USE OUR DIVIDEND PAYMENT PLAN

will

tite

United Radio and TN. Supply Co.

NARROW HALL
A second problem deals with the
narrowness of the hallways. The
corridors are eight feet and classroom doors are three feet wide.
Simple addition shows there is
room for three quarters of a man
to pass any given point where two
doors are open across from each
o) her.
The third nuisance lies in the
fact that doors in Centennial Hall
are blind ones. The person within
a class cannot see if a person is
walking down the hall when he
opens the door. The usual result
is a shifty sidestep by the hall
walker, or he gets a new bruise.
The question has been raised,
"What if fire breaks out? The
building is so crowded d uring
normal entrance and evacuation of
the building, wouldn’t it be highly
dangerous?"
story

to
’Ill

Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

tuettes in their hands and try to
mount the stairs.

(Monday’s

diCt

STEREO HI-Fl KITS

Centennial Hall Design Presents
Safety Problems, Survey Shows
said Dr. Frank Willey, civil deTwo-part series on
fense chairman for San Jose State,
as he discussed that building’s safety features and short-comings.
When Centennial Hall was designed, the aichitects were space
By TIM BARR
conscious. While they were limited
and JOAN JACKSON
to certain outside dimensions, they
"The greatest danger in Cen- had it within their power to entennial Hall is not fire, but panic," large classrooms and cut down
hallway and stairway clearances.
The prevalent thinking at that
time (1956) was that classrooms
were far more important than
passageways.

ROy ,1
tcjeit

Sum
2.BED111

Corsages for
All Occasions

I

nitroy, :m;Sio.rat

Bakmas

- N.,
41

(Editor’s note: This is the first in a
safety, disaster and
construction aspects of Centennial
Hall; this first part covers the designing background on the five-year old
building.)

1201 BON BON

and Must novel elubli%lisol

cal requirments. Male
will face no maiital
but females must Is,’ single
dependents
The officer training sch
Located at Lackland AFB, Tex
nine miles sou t hwest of
Antonio.
More detailed
the Air Force commissioning
ph
gram and the flitter trainiti
school may be obtained by Awe
Sgt. Olin at Cypress 7-4631, or b
visiting the local USAF
Item/ilia
office at 40 N. Fourth

Seci
Incr

Campus Pastor

10.45

ag
fai
1.14
lot

9:45 to
80 So. 501
First Christian Church,
Campo
Leader: Mari Rutledge,
of Otis(
Pastor for United Church

This Sunday:
"Opening Up Mathew’s Gospel"

Ar
thi
SO

This Sunday.
Jews"
"Introducing the First

;
C4

Spartan Tri-C
3rd & San Antonio
Sunday, 9:45 - - Seminar

"4=

5:45 p.m.
EA;TER CARDS
RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES,
GIFTS, AND BOOKS

49 W. San F.

do
Phone: 295-2130
Two doors east of St. Joseph’s Church

ad

Meeting

Coming: HUMP Lake Conference
May 11, 12, 13
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. God 7:00 p m

TH1
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Security Protection for Committee
Increased After Bomb Scare

8: SPIVAK
1UP11
Security prOteCt1011 for a house sulssaimittee on un-American activities asis increased yesterday because of a phony bomb threat telephoned to the federalbuilding
ikbere the unit is holding hearings.
The bomb scare Wednesday afternuun interrupted the investigatsys clused proceedings for about
al minutes and caused the 17-story
pawing to be emptied of 2,800

"

Student Claims Seat Belt
Installer Hero of Accident

RPARTA71 DAILT-1

Aped 27, 1962

Peace Corps Tests
To Be Given Here

pet ROILS. One suspect was released
after being questioned by authorities about the threat, which made
no mention of the subcommittee
or its hearinga.
Pickets representing several
groups, including some local stulents have paraded outside the
building for two days demanding
abolition of the house committee
Thelt demonstrations have been
nonviolent and city police have
maintained order without difficulty.

While the National Safety coun- was nothing 1 couhl sk on tin
Itobert C. 10 I. 1,i112, 45, Mar .1
orio
’NI Al
,, 1. :" ,d."
scribed himself as an tindery5...
cil supplies extensive statistical slick
SiOn, will tat held on the San Jose
He
had
slowed
agent for the FBI in the C.,
to
about
his
car
proof of safety supplied by autoSihtt canipl.1% h/tei not at the la35 m.p.h. before impact.
monist party from 11147 to 19:7-1
mobile seat belts, John Smeltzer,
is in a oqiiiineeti earlier.
The real hero of the crash was , cut
Ronstatit, who now is runnits
examiruttion will be holit
amior industrial arts major, cre- William lealliVa.y. owner of the
for the Democratic nomination for I
its C11226 and begin at
dits his support of the campus .’hevron service station on McKee
Congress in the 27th congressional I
11.15 h.fli ileturrittlg to IjOn Ryan.
oad
and
district, told newsman he testified
Plaza drive. Laraway
drive to a recent accident.
assistant to the desist of student’,.
about four persons he had known
Smeltzer and a pasenger ea- ’sad given Smellier -the seat belts
The test Is open to all Intereowd
as Communists, all of whom had
t..aped from a five-car COlfisitan an- as a Christmas bonus instead of students. ityan ’said. More takeheld state or local jobs during part
mtsJUi’t’tl last year, thanks to a pair the usual bonus check.
!Met ion may be obtained truaugh
of the time he was a party mem"Like most people, I thought its
af seat hells given him only six
’iffie
ber.
weeks before as a Christnuts em- ’sear belts were a good idea. I had
_
Subcommittee Chairman Cly
kept putting off buying them unit.
ployee bones.
Doyle tD-Calift described the hearThe current campaign offers I had more money. Now. thanks
RESTRICTED AREA
ings to reporters as "very valua$ig tate
;eat belts at the reduced price of to Laraway, I’m still using the
Deputy U.S. marshals at the same ble." Ile
Insurance Saving Amounted
added, "welt. making
ati.19 to students, faculty and staff belts today."
time have guarded the inside of the headway."
wor,s, ems meriled we ever
21 $71 lom 10 ellvidond, at a net
Smeltzer is a member of a team
members. With an encouraging
building, restricting access to tita
ot 143 (based on current I/ per
tont dividend). Single men anal.
total
of
700
belts
sold
by
of
indusrtial
arts
students
installfifth
yesterfloor
where
the
hearings
net
23 1.712 leo SO divadeed. or
TS
2BEDIINI. A I’ 11i T
et $201.
day, campaign directors extended ing seat belts Thursdays and Frilocated. Only witnesses with s
IS,010
Uubltttym
Sahara
Beatty
$10/20.000
.
S80.00 !arenas. IheLr lawyers, comm
the April campaign one week, to
2 Students
bropeety Drortuge and 2400 1.1Oicol
days during the S.IS ,t-tt tst
Payment,. Other .mrOm at Col,
end Friday, May 4.
personnel and newsman have been
potable mein’,. eeetelati t.ere be
3 Students .
L ..,..
.t mpaign.
made once. twice sr feet times
allowed in the area.
Installation servines will also Is
..\
Y., Cali on write tor tell infer.
1. Students ._.. 6100.00
.rr;on to George M. Campbell,
But Marshal George E. O’Brien
supplied
slay
in
the
parking
It/
to maple Aron.. SuturMatit,
and up
1
GNTOTEMThis
ILLEY. This stack 1
announced Wednesday night that
.!q.,.’ 1,741 1dm I rae I
adjacent
to
the
cafeter,
Spartan
Sun With VIP!
of talent is the new yell leader
an added measure would be taken
:1 I )..k RTMENTS
for $1.50 a belt.
squad for the 1962-63 football I
as a result of the "bomb" episode.
111TH POOL
season. Top to bottom are: I Szneltzer’s car crashed on Pic
Ile said new arrivals on the fifth
Steve Frohling, head yell leader; ’ Bayshore highway in an attempt’
floor would be "subject to steuvh"
S125.00 Flat Rate
By BOB DUNN
Bob Himel, Terry Tevis, Dick to avoid a stopped auto near Sass
any
and
packages would be inTheodore C Hinckley, assistant
Harris and Mike Cook. The tat- I Mateo. Damages to his 1956 Che.spected.
professor of history and education,
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
ter
four were chosen from 18 I rolet totaled $600, but Srneltieappeared before the bi-monthly
10 TESTIMONIES
and his pasenger, Os-sin Calhoun
San Franc . m by the Golden Gate
contestants
who
vied
for
the
At Wednesday’s session, the four- meeting of the San Jose Human job. Judges for the competition also a senior industrial arts majet
I
Relations
commission
Wednesday
Executive
Secretarial Course for
member
were
not
subcommittee
hurt.
testiwere Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dod485 So. 0th - CY 7-8877 mony fl’it: 10 witnessesheard
College and University Women
including afternoon.
son,
Mrs.
Carol
Haws,
"It
was
a
good
Jerry
1
feeling
to
havej
He was appearing, he explained,
Vroom, Bob Bronlan and the I that seat belt supporting me,"
NEXT ENROLLMENT DATES ARE JULY 9
on behalf of the college’s new StuSEPTEMBER 11
dent Research Fellowship program executive council of the rally ; Smellier relates. "We knew that
committee.
we
were
going
to
crash,
but
there
1
in an attempt to establish a team
Send tor College Catalog
-------approach to the study of human
525 Sutter Street, corner Powell, San Francisco 2 EX 24232
relatittins.
After supplying the commissitat
with a grief background of the
program and a few of the eminent
faculty members at the college,
Professor Hinckley told the commission the specific reason for
t Author of "I Was a Tren-age Lnuarj". 1 ss Masa
with Student Body Card!
his appearance.
Loves of babies
etc.)
NEW YORK (UPI) --A federal I Steel issued a statement following
REACHES MANY AREAS
grand
jury
yesterday
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR
indicted
four
indictment
saying
in
part:
Ithe
-Through its new Student Re"We have not yet seen the insearch Fellowship program the steel companies on charges of conCRAM COURSE NO. 2: BIOLOGY
LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION
college is able to research human spiring to fix prices and rig bids dictment. Bethlehem has long had
The grisly shadow of final exams looms oiler us, so today in
1170 North 4th Street
Son Jose
and
sales
of
steel
forgings
to
the
.
a
policy
of
strict
compliance
with
relations in the areas of sociology.
this column instead of merry quips and homely libleaS, you will
Where quality and service mean economy
psychology, police, education, po- Army, Navy and other purchasers. all laws applicable to its operafind hard factsquick emu courses to help you through the
The
four
companies
named
in
tions,
and
we
would
he
greatly ,
litical science, history and geogordeal ahead,
lasst week I gave you a raoid survey of Modern Eumpeea
raphy," he said. The college wants the indictment were US. Steel concerned if any Bethlehem em45,94%, AWL At!.,"%iJA.1.49.D.fl\ AtKluefik..1.0
History. Now let us turn to Biology.
!Corp.,
Bethlehem
Steel
co.,
Midployes
had
been violating the law."
to establish seven student research
Biology
is divided into several phyla, or classes Pirat is
%ale-Fleppenstall
co.
and
Erie
Named in the indictment are
fellowship*: to investigate the multhe protozoa, or one-celled animal. All life stems from the one4
Erb Gurney and Robert S. Barnes,
tiple aspects of human relations in Forge.
celled animal. Over a spare of millions of years life slowly
America’s Most Beautiful Holbrau
They were accused of rigging manager and assistant manager
!California. Emphasis, he said,
evolved until today we have animals with al, many as. 12 mils.
would be on past, present and fu- bids in violation of the Sherman of Bethlehem’s special products
Sonic larger mammals claim they have 14 to 16 cella but you
know how larger mammals lie.
ture complexities of population Anti -Trust Act, on forgings such division, respectively; Emil Lang,
The second class of animals is the periphera a shadowy
as ship shafts sold to the Navy board cloth-man of Erie; Homer
change.
category that borders often Oh the vegetable. Take, for example,
He told the commission how the and in ordnance pieces sold to the Lackey, president of Erie, and
the sponge. The sponge is definitely sit animal. The washchith,
SUNDAY
R. B. Heppenstall Sr., president of
local Mexican commission had as- Army.
on the other hand, is definitely not.
through
The defendant companies and Midvale and the trade association
Rhinelander
cured its support in one of these
Die
Next we come to the arthropods, or inaects. Moat people,
THURSDAY
areas of study provided that the their co-conspirators do about $220 Open Die Forging Institute, inc.
of course, find insects, fairly rerndsiveand yet, if one will but
look, there is exquisite beauty In the inseit world. Who does
Band
Human Relations commission un- million in business in steel forg- of New York,
Wilda
not remember the lovely insect poems of William Cullen
derwrite a portion of the effort.
ings.
Baughn
Sigafoossuch
enchanting lyrics. as Tumbling Along irdh The
Fri. & Sat. Nites
REQUEST SUPPORT
The indictment came 16 days
Tumbling Tumblebag, Fly Cs nlly, Send _l plus!, and Gnats Mg
and Her Piano
He specifically requested the after U.S. Steel boosted prices
Mother Taught Mc, Mr. Sigabxm lam been inactive Atlee the
commission to support six of the that brought down the wrath of
invention of DDT.
garden City ....nofirau
above areas for a three year pe- President Kennedy. Unprecedented
Our next category is the nualusca lobsters, shrimp, and
the like. Lobsters are generally found under rocky projection,.
riod. Cost of the fellowship is pressure from the White House
CY 7-2002
51 So. Alarket
on the ocean bottom. Shrimp tire generally found in a circle
$250 each, bringing the annual and the refusal of two big comHarem dancers, shiskabab and
around is small howl containing eocktail sauce. Marlboro CigYlf/V6sirietotrYtre6rOilY
4111 .1111th it
eost to $1500 and the total cost petitors to go along with the price native Arabian folk songs will all
arette!, are generally found at any tobacco (sander or vending
to $4700 for the commission.
hike forced U.S. Steel and other be a part of the third annual Aramachine.
The commission was sympathe- companies to rescind the price in- bian dinner tonight at The HawaiMint have Marlboro Cigarettes got to do with biokacr?
tic to the project, hut chairman crease three days later.
Well, actually, not very much, it russet be remembered, howian Gardens restaurant.
Ben Avrech explained that there
ever, that the makers of Marlboro pay nie for writing this
The dinner, presented by the SJS
The announcement of the indictcolumn, and they are inclined to get surly if I OW to titration
was considerable doubt that its ment was made in New York, Arabian-American Students assn.,
their product.
sctuating ordinance would allow which was considered unusual will begin at 7 p.m.
Mind you, I enjoy singing the praises of Marlhoroand
them to allocate monies outside since the Justice Department in
As part of the evening’s festivso will you onee you try that flavorful Waiver, that fine filter
af a few specific areas.
Washington normally announces ities, Dr. Fayez Sayegh, former
which lets the flavor ltalle through undiminished. It is a great
As an alternative, a motion was antitrust actions.
pleasure to smoke Marlboros and a great pleasure to write
head of the Arabian delegation to
inissed that each member of the
about them, but sometimes, I must etinfess, I find it a bit
It was believed yesterday’s an- the United Nations, and now a prodifficult to work the commercial into the column. SLatile rum
commission bring the problem up nouncement. was made in New lessor of political science and philago, for example, I did it piece about Alexander the Great,
before any similar organization to York, however, to try to avoid osophy at Stanford university, will
and,
believe you me, it took a heap of stretching to drop in
which he might belong with the any impression that ttie Kennedy discuss "Current Events in the
a plug for Nlarlbom. The way I finally managed it was to have
hope that a united effort at un- administration WaS taking any Middle East."
Alexander go to the Oracle at Delphi and say, "Onicle, I have
derwriting the proles., might be vindictive action against the steel
Reservations for the dinner may
conquered the world and tasted all its pleasures, but somehow
made
I am not content. I know that SOIlleWhert. there mount he a
be
made
by
calling
or
CY3-6245
companies.
joy I have not yet experienced.- To which the Oracle replied.
CYR-5577.
It also appeared to be designed
ta discourage any criticism of the
REAL STIFF CHEAPER
administration for being antibusiHOLLYWOOD
I UPI I -Columnests. The New York announce,
----41",,,..aast.
ment also would tend to make it bia Pictures threw away silver
Dr, Burton R. Brazil has been
clear that there is no connection dollars on San Francisco streets
ic-elected for is third term as
between yesterday’s indictment during a chase scene in "Experimayor of Saratoga. Dr. Brazil is
and the grand jury investigation ment in Terror." Slugs were to bs
Now you can do lot of the living that has bass staying
political sciof
professor
SJS
an
lust out of your reach.
of the steel price increase author- used in the scene between Glenn
ence, as well as master’s thetas
ized by Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken- Ford and villain Ross Martin unGEM Department Store of San Jose opens the way by
chairman in that department.
til it was found that slugs were
announcing
nedy.
special Collegiate Membership a mem
as
StsrVeS
Di.
Brazil
catnpus,
Off
bership that brings you TREMENDOUS SAVINGS on ea
A spokesiom for Bethlehem priced at $1.05 apiece.
s-a
executive officer of the 351st Cit. s!your needs.
ian Affairs Area headquarters
-,.
Just to give you an idea of what you’ll find in our 40
the Amy reserve in Mounts.,
departments: Brend-neme quality in men’s wear and
women’s fashions
. in sporting goods, cameras, jewelry,
View. His job, second in eommss
heelth.and-beeuty aids, records. Thousands of paperaf the group, is In "see to it Os,’
back books, including the classics; end reference books
the staff operates properly."
by special ordering. Prescriptions filled, too. And every
Dr. Brazil is Saratoga’s firs
item in the 00000 has the lowest price in townl
mayor. First elected to office
and
The OM GEM even has
"Yes, Alexander, there is such a joy, but, 11.1alt, the tune
huge supermarket
19511, Mayor Brazil was active
million
again, prices are unbelievably low. Almost
yet. I refer to Marlboro Cigarettes which will not be invented
to
Boston
Ow
that
worked
tow:,
r
from
group
Stores
farnilymernbers of the 16 GEM
for another 2500 years." Whereuism .klcsander fell into t sulk
Honolulu know that GEM savings mean they can do
Saratoga’s incorporation in last.
from which he never metivered
Vtell sir, there in ritt question
lot of living and still have top-quality merchandise.
sold a ha of enctimt I’, with this narrations commercial, but
the gang down at the .1merican Academy of Arts and letter/,
And now YOU, as n student, are eligible for GEM savings
otos nie a mighty Lead razzing. you may be sure.
through
yearly) that costs only
Octane Ethyl
membership (r 00000
92+ Octane Reg. 100+
SO cents. Come in today! Please bring student-body
But I digress. liiitk to biology, and the Dant advoineed
card as proof of eligibility.
phylum of all the el it .rdata, sir vertel watt,. There ate lao
Examples of year -around oil prices:
kinds of vertebrates-- those whose backbones run horisnotally
and those whose lisekbooes rum vertically. 114.0er:illy, there is
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
no great difficulty in distinguishing the two varieties. A 1141i,
qt. can 384
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
f tr instance, has it trizontal ckl attic. rind is to ta u i IMP A vertieal
1. I s Inc. 0i-enplane I ly I I, ’we% er, you run into a prol ilens qt. can 500
Castrol
SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAII-101y 13
,It who swims upright and a man Min ’spends mood of hi*
qt.
I
9t
o
I 00% Eastern Bulk
9 -day tour. $272 Personally conducted
taiii in the Nick, flow, in such a cave, do you tell one from
by lures ot ALLADIN TRAVEL.
another? Science struggled with this sticky question for cenTHE COUPLET; "PRIVATE" DEPARTMENT STORE
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
also
turies, but finally Signiors- of M.I.T. came up with a brilliantly
1717 NORTH FIRST STREET SAN JOSE
Low Airline faros to Hawaii and tee
simple answer. iffer the creature a Marltwini. if it in s fish, it will
Cigarettes
package 22f
Eastwithout a tour
refuse, lilt is Homo sapiens, it sill accept In fact, the more
SHOPPING HOURS:
sapient, the quicker the tieeeptanee.
roe4 Mee *Ware,
Make reservation nowt
WVsidays. Ness to 9 P.M.
Saterday. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
*
Hama to 6 PM.
The makers of Marlboro. upright rertehrates all.t
ALLADIN TRAVEL
10th & Taylor
6th & keys
4th & Williams
you that their fine eigaieltui err neat:able in par& or box
173 So FIRST
CV 2 0302
whereter cigarettes are sold in ang of the 50 states.

Special
Summer Rates

Prof. Hinckley
Seeks Funds
For Research

GRACE BALL

Spartan Rental
Service

+

Lucky 7
Student Discount

3c

Grand Jury Indicts
Four Steel Companies

per gal.

Old World Charm in Dining

tc.

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

Arabian-Americans
Plan Festivities

A LOT OF
LIIIIN’

A GEM COLLEGIATE
MEMBERSHIP MAKES
IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU!

Dr. Brazil Elected
Mayor; 3rd Term

L
t: . 7-,......1

DISCOUNT
2c & 3c :,71

\

Imre

Jteit

eat,

Ir.31E41%,1

PURITAN OIL CO.

_Jim=

Homers Feature Splicers
Of Softball Slate Spartan Coeds Vie

!I- b!
porno r
pitching per:rimy-01,s. h.ghltg,hted
the open n... day of thi independent
softball league We In,sday at 10th
and Alma xis.
All the ’iml!fl I irn’. scoied at
least 10 points
Lambda [’kits S’.gina racked
a I, *curing
up the highest t
eight runs in the first innings
alone and a total of 14. as they
downed the Draft Dodgers I4-0.
Dale Pilgrim pitched a one hitter against the Dodgers.
Tom Redmond hit a fifth innings
homer to lead Allen }Tilley, I;t
10.6 victory o\ ec thc N’ v. in an

Two homers by Gil Cyester, o ti
knocked in one third of Omec.,
Tau Alpha’s 12 runs. led tn,,
team to a 12-4 win ovei the Betsy cm.
A nu-hit pitching performance by
Gus Anderson helped the Sheiks
to a 16-3 win over the Moulder
Mon.
Three-run homers by Ron Harris and Scott Peterson made the
difference in the AROTC’s victory over the Police school, while
two home mins by Erik Petersen,
also id the three -run variety.
gave Sinfonia the needed punch
as they heat Markham hall 11-9.
The latter Petersen was also the
winning pitcher.
The independent and fraternity
teams rest today. Monday the independents resume action.
Sittfonla and Lambda Delta
Sigma, both winners loVednesday .
lock horns, while the undefeated
Sheiks and Allen Hailers tangle.
Other parings are Omega T
Alpha and Markham hall. Dro
Dodgers and Moulder Men, Ness TTINTI Knights and Police school, and
AROTC and the Beavers.

The itiLe cind Fall
of the Third Reich
by
William L. Shirer
The fprnous $10 best seller
complete and L:nabr;dged in
paperback f:orn $1.65.
CALIFORNIA COOK CO.
134 E. San Fernando St.
_

-

Come and
et al,
Fine Dinner at
Low Prices
Chicken
$1.25
Dinner
Special Steak
$1.10
Dinner
$1.49
Top Sirloin Dinner

ARCHIE’S So.STEAK HOUSE
745

2nd Street

in Mt. Sac Relays Tomorrow

Rink Babka, Party O’Brien
By FRED RAGLAND
I
Coaches Bud Winter and Dean las Lang. Jack Yerman. Rex CawMiller send the San Jose State ley. Joe Faust, Ron Morris and
spikers up against some of the Eddie Southern,
Although Mt. San Antonio jun.,
country’s finest athletes tomorrow when the Spartans compete ior college’s Faust, who cleared
in the Mt. San Antonio Relays at 7-11,4 recently to become the
thiid
best high jumper in history
Walnut, Calif.
rate
Competing in the Ojai Inters,:’
Big Harry Edwards, who estab- as the favorite in his event, se
legiatc Tennis tournament in 0.i:c
lished a new SJS school standard will get plenty of
Calif. today and tomorrow are to.
of 178-3 in the discus last week, including San Jose State’s Vance
members of the women’s extrawill face some of the stiffest com- Barnes.
mural SinTrIS tennis squad, Zo SonBarnes has cleared 6-la tale,’
petition of his career.
tale
kin and Sharon Russell.
and narrowly Inhaled jl 1M ping
In fact, southern California
Also today and tomorrow, seven
seven
feet
at
Stanford
track fans many witness the
this year.
members of the team will comOther Spartans competing in
Friday. April 27, 1962 first accepted 200 foot plus
inpete in the Modesto Junior College 6SPARTAN DAILY
dividual
events
who should do
cuts toss at Mt. Sac tomorrow.
tour-1
Freshman-Sophomore Tennis tourwell
are
Dan
Studney, javelin:
Jay Silvester. Rink Rabka and
nament in Modesto.
Al Geller all will be taking Walt Roberts, broad jump: Ho;.
Jose participants are
D’
The Sat:
ace
Whitehead, 5000 -meter run
dead aim at the mark. Sanford’s
Jamie Morris, Julie Wilson, Get:’ ,
DIM. Weill Is another top com- Danny Murphy. 10,000 -meter run
Brencic, Susan Garcia. Sherylt
petitor who will compete in the and Jeff Fishhack
Croxall and Sue eyries.
steeplechase.
Matchn%ent.
The extramural team is an acti%.
Another top event at Mt. Sac
ity offered by the Department ot To
i will be the mile run. Although Jim
Physical Education for Women.
A -return bout ’ iirtv.ren Spar- disappointing 11th. They hope to Beatty, the indoor mile record
holder at 3:58.9, has been scratchtan golfer Johnny Lots and Stan- avenge that today.
S600 - $647
ford golfer Peter Choate, the one- ! Choate’s top effort of ’282 in the ed from the mile at Walnut, a
Career - Salary - Benefits
two finishers in the Western In.’ Western Intercollegiates, the same sub-four minute mile is still a
tercollegiate golf championships score that Lots had when he won possibility. Jim Grelle, who has
.High school graduates: 21.29
last weekend, highlights today’s the tourney in 1961, was not toured the distance in 4:00.1, is
inclusive: 20 25 uncorrected
vision, height S’9"6’6-: 160
San Jose State-Stanford match at enough to turn away John. who’s in top shape and likes the track.
lbs. Tinirnurn with weight pro.
Laszlo
in
the
race
are
Others
record.
p.m.
ney
at
1
club
tout
country
own
his
San
Jose
280 broke
FRANCISCO (UPI )- Her-i the
port,onol to height File before
Tabori twho once broke the four
man Marquez worked out for his! Led by Lots, the Spartans will
May 11, 1962, Soon, 100, City
In addition to Stanford’s No. 1 minute barrier), Bob Seaman and
foi thcoming title bout against Eder have their hands full with the man, (’hoate, the Indians sport the
Hay. 0 a k la n d. California.
Kozar.
Bill
CR 3-3111.
and
tourney
the
,.fre of Brazil by boxing four! Indians, who won
only college golfer who heat Lotz
entries
have
More
than
2100
top
all
the
,,unds against heavier foes. thus finished ahead of
last year, Wheeler Farish jr.
been received for the Mt. Sae
college golf teams on the West
’vednesday.
"Both of these men are strong affair. Including college, junior
The Stockton bantamweight Coast.
assured Co-coach college, high school and indeSan Jose. which had hoped to young golfers,"
riallenger went two stanzas each
Jerry Vroom.
pendent athletes.
...ith welterweight Johnny Bermu- finish in the top five, finished a
The entry list includes such topl
Going with Lotz today against
1,7 and lightweight Willie Woods.
the Indians will be Grant Horn- performers as Dave Tork. Hal
Bermudez snapped home a good
beak, Gene Miranda,Jack Goetz Connolly, Ulis Williams, Hubie
-two to Marquez’s head in thand Bill Aragona. The sixth posi- Watson, Steve Haas, Jay Silvester,
:irst round and then was on the
tion was in doubt immediately fol,,ceiving end of a body attack for
San Jo,. Slate’s liesitinan Lacier lowing the team’s 23-4 victory over
he rest of their workout.
ball squad ends its season tomor- Cal Poly on the San Jose country
Marques has an easier time row with a game against the Uniclub coiuse yesterday.
uzainst Woods, se:ring well with versity of California frosh at 10
SAVE ALL THE
I..otz shot a tune-up 68 against
ihts to the head.
a.m. in Berkeley.
YEAR ’ROUND
Mnrquez meets Jot re heir May 4.
The team has compiled a 10-4 the Mustangs yesterday, as the
PITTSBURGH (UPI) Six of ,
,eord thus far this year. It met Spartans picked up all possible the San Fiancisco Giants’ eight
hi. Cal frosh once before and came 18 points for the first two four-1 regulars are hitting above .;403
lana Bulk
on the wrong side of an 18-8 SOMeS out,
Sun With VIP!
after the club’s first 15 games.
, core.
Hoinheak, Lots’ partner in the
Heading the pack is Ha r v
350 oz.
first foursome, shot a 72. Warren Kuenn with a .382 mark, folloyk,d
Jones and John Callen, Cal Poly’s by Felipe Alou .367, Jose Pit14.
This is a just a sample
first two men, picked up a 77 and .328. Ed Bailey .310, Orlando I’,
of the savings of
79, respectively.
peda .305 and Chuck Hiller .305
The two spoil sports are .11 r!:
Gene Miranda and Jack Goetz,
THE YARN SHOP
r
.245DavenpLrtpleand
who is Willie Mays.
the No. 3 and No. 4 men on the,
319
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
dragging
his
Spartan sec:rem-rt, both shot 71’s I of all
itha.2 he G.2t6aeians
ragte.ti re
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
as they scored nine points for feet\ with
team,
hitting
Open Thus & FY" Eves 7 9
Slate to none for the Mustangs.’
Bud retty carved out a 75 and
Bob Morrow got a 76 for Cal Poly
to round out that foursome’s scoring.
The only points San Jose lost in
the nfterncon were in the final
foursome. Steve Brown’s 76 got the
Spartans one point, but Steve Wilburton of Cal Poly shot a 72 tr
get two for the Mustangs.

a ity

In Tullis Tourney

sports

L otz, Choate airing
Highlight Golf
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Marquez Prepares
For Title Match

TA,
YARN
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Frosh Nine Ends
Slate Tomorrow

Giant Nine Sets
Hot Hitting Pace
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Tom Barber, son of PGA champ
Jerry Barber, shot a 77 to pick up
three more. His opponent, Bruce
Robinson, shot a 85. The Spartans
got two and the Mustangs one on
best ball for the foursome.
Tuesday, the locals take on the
University of Pacific at the country club. Match time will he 1:30
Thursday, they host San Francisco state on the same course at 1
pm

19 N.

SP

SPRING CLEARANCE
Admiral Pocket Radio
S15.95
23" Table Model Admiral . . S169.95
Quality Guar. Used TVs . S29.95 up
fe-M1(--

LC
C.

Arr.:441"c

c

c:;nrat ’Pr)

-e c.
Cl 7.7111

79 So, 3rd Street

’’’O-r9:"-%’-o-,-9-..osztnits--ip-a.otu.o....os..7.4-...900imPtidrstOtte" i

LA
THF

Manama tor, Nikki Politeetheet Tot. tens 1.0

,10.W!

SoT’s Secrete, ot C Twine Student Co,

liv(s IL r viI.h this IivIii rrom
kwii62: Lilo Now Idirlallo 501) iports Corp!
Mirk, Pellettieri, a Year Book Beauty, has her mind r1r4
Psychology and her eye on the all -new Fairlane 500
Sports Coupe. This Fairlane "a la king" combines
trimmed -for -action outside dimensions with carriage
trade interior appointments, between -seats console, and

snug -fitting bucket seats. An optional torrid Challenger
260 V-8 engine delivers high -velocity performPoro-ortfif
ance on regular gas. See the exciting Fairlane
500 Sports Coupe and all the Lively Ones at
your Ford Dealer’sthe liveliest place in town! 1.901017 -COUPON

"1:m1611..11W Ivy"

Slacks

hit iF IV
NESS, LI1
CONCEN
OWIN,

I b, HARRIS

(’og,d)
San Jose State’s
Traditional
Barber Shop

Jimmie’s
52 South 4th Street
CV 3-9947
Free Parking in Front

Harris Slacks presents a new "Continental Ivy Look" for Fall. Its lean look is
emphasized by the trim fitting Continental waistband ...with side-tabs that adjust
for casual comfort. In newest fabrics
AS ATWERTISED
&SQUIRE: & rI.A1 BOY MAGAZINES.

6.95
,.

,,
1., . ., . . ,. . . ,. . . ., . . . . , . ., . . ,. ., . . ,_
ƒiturs To REfOR

I11 1

n

CLAIIA AT .pf.L’TTO

OW, Monday and Thursday till 9 p.m.
Poirl rn,, nt KIRBY’S 20 Snoth Second
PLUS Z-11" Green Stomps

k
,

PLEA:

,,meermer

Baseballers To Face
Frosh
Nip
Cindermen
Tough
Yearlings
Indian
Francisco
Here
San
SPARTAN DATLY-7
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The University of San Francisco journey to San lads Obispo for a
Dons COMP to San JOSE- State to- 7 p.m. doubleheader with the Cal
day fur a 7 p.m. game with the Poly Mustangs.
Spartan !gee at Municipal stadium,
The Spartans and the Mustangs
nie two teams met once before have met two common opponents.
with SJS the victor by a 7-6 score, Cal Poly lost to San Francisco
In that game the Spartans took state 4-3, while the Spartans lost
6.0 lead and then held on for twice to San Francisco, 4-3 and
3-1. Both teams lost their games
the Win
to USC. San Jose lost 11-7 and
Lending USF are second hawthe Mustangs lust 8-1.
/gun John Alavara, center fieldCal Poly will probably open with
er Bill Gallagher rind right fielder Bob Joyce. These three hitters Lyman Ashley catching, Bill Locollected seven hits out of the catello at first, Jim Harper at
11 Dons tallied against SJS in second, Wayne Maples at third
and Ted Shugur at shortstop
the first game.
Tomorruw the Spartans will
The starting lineup in the outfield consists of Nick Montero,
Wait Wehtier and Ken Antler-

JAZZ

Dick Guerra, Ted Toliner and
Don llopkins are the top pitchers
for the Mustangs.

By JOHN HENRY
San Jose State’s f r esh ma n
tracksters ended their dual meet
season with a 69-62 win over a
Stanford team yesterday at Stanford. The Win gate SJS an undefeated season.
The contest went right down to
the final event before the Spartans were assured of victory. The
score after 14 events stood at 6462 for SJS. The Spartans had to
win the mile relay to win the
meet.
The team of Mike Ultima.

1.10yd Murad, J.arr ’,fall and
Dwight Middleton won the rate
going away. They were iieler
behind as they turned in a 3:22.11
to Stanford’s 3:32.3.
Earlier in the meet Mitkiletun
anti Stanford’s I.a r ry Quested
battled in the century and the 220.
Quested came out on top in the
100 with his hest time of the year,
9.8. Middleton was also timed in
9.8.
The race was just as close in
the 220 as Middleton came from
behind to nip Quested at the tape

Scuba Technique
Told by’ Titch’

By CHESTER LANDIS
Anderson was the leading hitter
Have you ever grabbed a 7-foot
fur the Mustangs last year. He
compiled a .377 mark along with shovel -nosed shark by its tail? No?
Well, that unlikely feat is only
six home runs.
one of the many scuba diving
Ashley hit .310 last year for thrills of Robert A. Titchenal, San
Cal Poly and drove in 18 runs. Jose State’s head football coach.
He is backed up by Walt Wymer,
"Titch," an avid underwater anEvery Thurs., Fri., Sat.
who is a top defensive catcher.
gler, recently revealed some of the
Locateilo hit .228 last year sport’s techniques and thrills durand drove in 13 runs. Second ing a news writing class interview
the
baseman Harper was a .261 hit- III 3205.
First the all-time 5.18 football
ter for Cal Poly.
great was asked to distinguish
Shugar was a .267 hitter for the skin diving from scuba diving.
Mustangs, while third baseman "The word ’scuba’," he explained,
Maples mustered a .174 average. "Is an abbreviation of ’self-contained underwater breathing apContinuous Entertainment
Guerra was 7-5 with a 2.83 ERA
to top the pitching staff. Tonne!’ patnituie." Thus in scuba diving
from 9:30
an air-supplying device makes
was out last year with a broken1
potutible prolonged deep swims.
ankle but in his sophomore year "In skin diving," TILehenal said,
he compiled a 3-3 record with an "the swimmer uses no mechanical breathing device other than
ERA of 3.78.
HOFBRAU STYLE
In the bullpen Cal Poly has Don the snorkel, which can be used
only near the surface."
Smallwood (4-2 last year) and
LUNCHES AND
"How many times a week do
Bruce Anderson (3-2).
you dive?" a questioner asked.
DINNERS
"Just as often as I can," Titchenal
replied. "I like to get away once
Lost Bald Eagle
Fhe bald eagle, adopted as a a week."
For diving in salt water in this
oional emblem of the United
area Titchenal recommended a
ales in 1782, is waning. Fewer
"wet" suit of three-sixteenths inch
19 N. MARKET ST, titan 500
pairs survive south of thickness. He said the single hose,
Caniala
high pressure regulator- -a recent
innovation---is a popular breathing
MOMIOr
apparatus. He cautioned against
using too-large fins, noting that
they may cause the less experienced swimmer to suffer cramps.
The question "Do you dive in
fresh water?" launched the
coach into verbal visions of skin
diving for gold in the Salmon
and American rivcrs. But he does
presents:
it only "for fun," Titchenal emphasized.
"have you had any ’close calls’?"
student asked. Titchenars tanned
:-atures creased into a grin as he
recalled a particular experience.
"Off Palos Verdes," he beg an,
April 30, 1962
"while diving for lobsters, I was
swimming among some t rick y
ledges. I pried a lobster off a rock
8:15 P.M. Morris Dailey Aud.
hit a
and started upward and
ledge with my head." He spiraled
to the surface, groggy but safe.
Tickets: Free to Students - Th 16
He brushed aside the question
concerning the danger of sharks
with these remarks: "Most attacks
Open to the Public -$1.50
from sharks have come at the surface. I’ve never heard of anyone
being attacked while scuba diving
underwater."
Then asked for advice about
safety precautions, Titchenal replied: "The most important thing
in my opinion is to have a good
JUNE GRADUATES
float to tie onto. This bi better
better protection than a buddy

AT

JANKO’S
DON RUSSO
TRIO

with a 2 .. riocisilug. QUeStEld alp
timed at 21.4.
Spartan Maurice Compton came
in third 111 the century and the.
220 with times of 9.9 arid 2’2.5.
San Jose picked up needed
points in the high and low
hurdles.
,

Bob Taylor took the high hurdies with a time of 1.)4.9 to Stan-:
ford’s Phil Arnaudu’s 15,2, Spartan
Doug Smith was third with in 15.5
time.
In the 220 low hurdles. Bob
Baughman took the race user
teammate Smith and Stanford’s
Arnaud() with a 24.9 clocking.
Smith lunged at the tape to nip
Arnaudu. Both Illefl were tinted ,0
25.0.

with whom you are seldom in
contact while diving."
"Titch" began skin diving in the
late 1920’s at Catalina. Ile has
scuba dived in the waters of the
continental U.S.. Hawaii, Canada,
and Mexico.
The experience he has gained is
available to male students in P.E.
53. This reporter, who heal d Titchenal describe taking a 23-inch trout
with his bare hands while skin
diving, may be tieriiiim,
the next class.

Sun With VIP!

A controversy 1111/64’ in the
running of the /4140. One judge
claimed that SJS runner 1.11beatt
had cut In too closely on Stunlord’s Sehlieke. Ilead Judge Merl
Nelson disallowed the claim and
Kase the ruee to Gibeau, who
was timed in
Schlieke
mune In with a 1:56.5. Steve

Teammate S.., Itliekr was,. per.
1/1141 smith it 4:16.1 in the mile unit
9:15.3 in the too mite 11.11111
spar
Murphs tools third for
tans in the unit- with 4’.O.3. Ile
was edged, hosseser, for third
by Stanford’s Huse Steinhart.
in the two mile.

/101e.00 01 ",tatilina eau
with it 1:51.6.

As expected the Indians swept
the shut arid discus e%erits. Jack
(happle took the shut put with a
toss. Lorne Peterson was
secund with a 48-6 and Murk
Eryder was third at 36-4.
Vimid
Pete liarina and
Peterson took the discus with a
toss of 137-4. Koller was second ,:an Jose luati lamed in le-grn
10,1 falai’, in Me
itt
Unit Chapple was third 23-1 tu tie
J1.11111./
with a 112-9E5 Whs.
Huger Werne won the pole vault
liarry }tithet to.rk the tiwt, jump
t:
for the SPartw’s by clearing 13-0 ,s.ntipeto ion tor o,.
ftediker was secuati at 12-b
ik" f
1;-1!
fur SJS’
San Julies Allan Phillips
threw the jaselin 2011-311 to
Miss San Jose
heat Stanford’s Bin oustrap’,,
164-I. Baughman was third fur
Pageant
"L’s with 182-D.
1A-Fall won the 440 for the
Spartans with a 49.2 clocking.
Indian Bob McIntyre was second
with 51.1 and Tom Graham came
in third for SJS at 52.8.
Harlen Andrews took the mile
,did two mile events, turning in
times of 4716.2 and 9:22.0.

Breakfast Special

48,
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p.m. dolly.
K&G Kitchen ’

9 SJS COEDS
Are Competing for the
MISS SAN JOSE TITLE
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Saturday Evening
APRIL 28th
7:30 P.M.
Balcony I 50
Reservu4 2 50
Gunurol 2.00
Student’ with ASB Card,
2 for the price of 1
get your tickets at

CDosfier’s

jvt

CAMPUS SHOP
50 S. 4111
CT 2-4500

et Lucky

the taste to start with...the taste to stay with

SPARTAN PROGRAMS
COMMITTEE
San Francisco Ballet

THRIFTY DRUG STORES CO., INC.
will hold campus interviews for

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
ON MONDAY, APRIL 30

THIlhirY IS LOOKING FOR AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN MAJORING IN BUSINESS, LIBERAL ARTS. PHYSICAL EDUCATION. OR ANY GENERAL FIELD OF
CONCENTRATION TO JOIN THE MANAGEMENT TEAM OF THE FASTEST
CROWING DRUG -VARIETY CHAIN IN THE WEST.

BUILD AN UNLIMITED FUTURE WITH:
PROMOTIONS ON ABILITY AND MERIT
TOP

SALARIES AND YEARLY BONUS

UNMATCHED PROFIT-SHARING PLAN

PLEASE CONTACT THE SCHOOL PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT

JUNE GRADUATES
IN BUSINESS AND
LIBERAL ARTS

MUTUAL
OF
NEW YORK

LUCKY
STRIKE

MONY
Will Be Interviewing
On Campus
TUESDAY,
MAY 1st
For Your Opportunities
in Sales and Management
Trainee Positions,
See Your
Placement Office for an
Appointment Today

What makes Lucky Strike the favorite regular cigarette of college smokers? Fine -tobacco taste.
The taste of a Lucky is great to start with, and it spoils you for other cigarettes. That’s why
Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. So, get the taste you’ll want to stay with. Get Lucky today.
On, I

Pruduct J J

YLsean;ra

/, i,n 1T.

in our malt namr
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Spartan Newman Club To Share
Host Duties for Province Convention
Approximately 300 delegates of
Newman clubs from Nevada, Hawaii and northern California will
attend a Central Pacific province
convention this weekend at San
Jose’s Hyatt House, according to
convention chairman Tom Struthers. SJS senior.
San Jose State and San Jose
city college Newman clubs will
play host jointly to the convertlion at which aspects of Catholic
inactivity will be studied. The
theme will be "One. Holy, Catholic and COMATOSE."
Speeches, workshops,
general

Spartaguide
TODAY
Women’s Recreation assn., golf.
WG patio, 2:30 p.m.
SAC’, Capt. C. T. Bonney to
speak on, "Is Khrushchev Right?"
5142, 12:30 p.m.
Newman club, Central Pacific
Province convention, Hyatt House,
8 p.m.
Kato club, meeting, WG22, 710:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Spartan Chi, beach party at natural bridge, Santa Cruz, 9 am.
SUNDAY
Roger Williams fellowship, supper and speaker on ’’The Authority
of the Bible." Grace Baptist
church, 484 E. San Fernando, 5:40
p.m.
Real Estate and Insurance club,
Mr. G. 0. Smith, head of The Devekmment agency, city of San
Jose. will be guest speaker, Garden City Hofbrau, 51 S. Market
st., Heidelberg room, 6’30 p.m.

meetings and two dances are on
the agenda for convention participants.
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist
and Father Cyril V. Leach, 3.1S
Newman club chaplain, will welcome delegates Friday night in
convention speeches. A general assembly meeting co nduc ted by
province chairman Mary Van
Schaack of SJS and an informal
Ice Breaker dance will follow.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
John O’Connor, editor of The
Monitor, official Catholic newspaper for the San Francisco archdiocese, will deliver the convention keynote address Saturday
morning.
Other Saturday activities will
include afternoon workshops at
Bellarmine high school and an
outdoor High Mass. Htis transportation will be available for
delegates. Later, a banquet at
Hyatt House and assembly meeting for the nomination of officers
are scheduled, to be followed by
a semi-formal dance.
J. Fenton McKenna, chairman
of the Creative Arts division at

San Francisco State college will
address a Sunday morning breakfast gathering following 8 a m.
Mass at St. Patrick’s church.
Ninth and Santa Clara sta.

Groups May Name Queen Nominees
For International Ball Until May 4

Badminton Tourney Entry

stews am equip,,,,,nt

Applications for queen of the language clubs are handling the
International Ball will be accepted I various projects.
Tickets for the International
until May 4 in the College Union.
Any club, organization or liv- Ball are on sale today in front
of the cafeteria and are $2 a
ing group may sponsor a coed to
couple for SJS students, Off camreign over the International Ball
pus, tickets are set at $10 a
on May 18.
couple.

OFFICE ELECTION
"A coed does not have to be
A final general assembly meet- a foreign student to enter the
ing Sunday afternoon will include contest. All SJ3 women are eligielection of province officers, to
ble.- Connie Newlin. queen conbe announced and installed at a test chairman, declares.
concluding Newman club banquet
The queen will be crowned from
that day. Bids for the 1963 con: among five finalists at the ball
vention will be extended to the
which will be at Hawaiian Gar32 member clubs of the province
dens as a climax to International
and awards will be presented.
week, May 14-18.
Reservations for the convention
The week will feature an Intercost $28, and a deposit of $5 will
hold a reservation, according to national bazaar and a symposium
publicity chairman George Boldi- among other activities. Internazar. Newmanites unable to attend tional week is being sponsored by
Intercultural
the entire convention will be the newly-formed
council. Individual cultural and
charged smaller fees, he said.

Grad Study
ler.

Elizabeth

Greenleaf,

Entry blanks for the all-college Women’s cr
tournament are due room or at P0113.
The tournament, running
today at 3 p.m. in the Recreation
May
1-3 will feature men’s
novice
F0113.
department office,
glee, women’s doubies and
singles,
Students desiring to enter the mixed doubles and
faculty mews
before
the
deadline
singles.
tournament
Competition will be
held
must secure entry blanks in the from 7-10 p.m.
bandminton

mi

date dean of students at Indiana
university, and formerly associate
dean of activities at SJS, will be
on campus today to talk to students regarding graduate study
at Indiana university.
Students wishing to talk with
Dr. Greenleaf may make appointments in the placement office,
Adm234.

Alm

-*- Job Interviews -3-

Job Interviews will I. held In fhe I
Leet1.9 Shoo *Tore: mak"
in
Placement office, Adm234, unless sae.’ business and retail merchanti
cif led otherwise. Appointment lists ere
YWCA
-National
Persocusel
put out in *drone* of the interview.
ReSht101 are requested to sign up toady. erultment: majors in social studies,
social work, health and hygiene
MONDAY
and recreation for the positions
of
Union Conlin’s’ Life Insurance teen-age, Program
and young adult
re.: majors in business, insurance director.preDinixtionss.thrm
and real estate for sales and sales
management positions.
jors in business and liberal
arts
California Department of Pub- for business management train"
lie. Health: majors in psychology,
T s
P7ESitioDYnsA
political
history,
science,
,
yg
olo
ico
Mutual of New York: majors in
humanities, language and science,
for program represntative trainee business and liberal arts for train.
ing a.ssist ants and sales posit
positions.
iota,

colors
’curves!
22.95

Lost, Found Salo
Spartan Spears, Sophomore
women’s society, is sponsoring a
last and found sale on May 3 and
4. The sale will be held in the
Outer Quad between 8:30 am.
and 3:30 p.m.
All clothes and other articles
that have been lost around campus will be gold

Splashy colors and
wavy curves shape
these sensational new
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How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor

first time swimsuits
are full fashioned, and
the devastating
difference is in the fit!
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mandarin orange,
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jade green in sizes

Tickets
For Bal

hand! It does these three
things.

A seaworthy blend of

1. Instantly evaporates
perspiration to end razor drag

80% nylon and 20%

2. Sets up your beard for
quicker. closer shave

rubber, these figure-

3. Lubricates your skin for
a smoother, more comfortable shave
PEGULAP

ne

molding suits are

[STOOL

williams

destined to dazzle.

moues

Sun -drenched colors...

Shave

the one-piece suit in

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion’
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
FOR SALE
!OS!) Ono., Convert. 3
1339 ,

Phone RE 9-

For rent: South Tahoe cabin near Hee,
only Volley. Sleeps 12. Completely fu
nished including fireplace, logs, plants,
beddings. sheets, electric ranga refrigerator, pens. dishes. Available weekends
$65. Call collect 91 4-2852 after 6 p.m.

\

Furn. Apt. for rent; acrons. 2 students.
511 E. Reed "or, I I els st. CV 8-5343.

8 to 16...the two-

Sm. infant. Mello opt. $37. Married
on’y. 731 So. 3rd. Mgr. Apt. 1.

piece in marine blue,

Two room eportment. seven blocks from
campus. $55 per month. Cell CV 2-9739.

scarlet, black in

Apf. 402 So. ifft. 2 bdrm. Cell CV 45085 or AL 2.3420.

sizes 8 to 14.

1.. ,’,1ze

Men. With or without ILF. $20-$25 fee.
Greet ,q Cd-4% "E."; & S.a.,O,ery. Free 1/2 block college. CV 349313.
Locker 1015
:004ev.
P1RSONALS
_
Sterling Over. 97-p.e,e set by Towle Girls: 3 becluslors offer use of choice
(P.irre ne Posel. Co: 356.6359.
pool 1, exchange for apt. cleaning. Call
298.0925.
1955 Chef. Convert, Stick V 9. ova,
ad,o. heater. 5750. PE 6.4930.
Superfluous hair removed permanently.
Nentere R.E. 210 So, 11+, CV 4-4499.
14 Hillman Cone. All or parts. Needs
renkshaft, new parts. top & interior.
George CV 7.9752.
Sperten Civilises end Levedry. Fast de24 ft. I nnnnn Oionsti Bus-Camper. Range. pendeble service. Alterations our sperefrigerator, cabinets. Can be made to cielty. 398 So. 54. CV 3.5.051. Under
sleep S. Factory rebuilt engine. Good new management.
tire, & paint. Take you any place tilers
LOST ANS
is a road. $700 cash. 305 West Reed St.

Take the plunge!
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Went to trade: A ’58 Ford VB. auto. hr., Lost: Men’s wristwatch. Gray wal,-hbard.
2.tone 2 -door In) a SPCtf+ car or $5 reward. Skarn,. CV 54697.
VW. Wr;te to Mr. H. F., 74 Cleaves. S.J.
Lest: Slack &ramie Gamete. Very impor.
ten film’ no. 00 be enposed. Pleas* cell
"VITALS
CV 5-8219.
reo.,
PUN.
jur.. ,od nr1
D’o, 686 So. 8th. Lest: Pr. navy blue erearription sun.
alasses in white zippered case. Reward.
CV Ipezie
C.411 CV 2-5645.
Seliteter rites, new ,n,ts 3.3 beim,
WANTS,
me.
Se.,
rnrir.
436
S.
6.is
$100$125 per
Apt. 3 rr r.‘r. 4.0667 CV 7-9344
Need 2 men to share deluse 3 bdrm.
Snit P.su’ 467 S. Ink. Ale. S.
1411. Apts. Mod. deluxe 1 & 3 be, vi.h ant.
sr/. ,aronts n. 1.r. laundry facil. Sum. Electric gulfs, & bass players. Cell Scott
me. rnies. 536 So. 8th. CV 4.5744.
Wallace. CV 4.2923.
NIL/ WANTS,
884.50
Furnished studio aparrments for 2. Now Bus devises era urgently needed for this
ffirnitore, carpeted. draped, range. o.nin semester by Natural Science Ares to
& refrigerator. builtin vanity, large heat. cover several field trips. If you ksus es
id swim pool. 1 mll. frem S.J. State upoe.elete but drivees’ !Trento and Reel
(:,110 -in. City bus line and near shOP- Cress Cntt.fl,ste ploefe eftn!I to Mrs.
ting 1".1.1NhlY 0)081 APARTMENTS. Kellesberve,s Science Bldg. Poona SIFf.
f’irnrrions: Front E. Seme Clara tyre
1/2 mile Part fins, INA eesilsblia Pleven+ fun.
is 24+11 St. Drive Perot.
Rnellinnrntlyn Oar how, wij,tori to
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IN SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
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